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Foreword
Since the start of my career as a forensic psychologist, I have been passionate about
working with people presenting with maladaptive personality traits. They are people who
often experience complex trauma and who have for so long been forgotten by our society,
often ‘slipping through the net’ of support services. Throughout my experience as a
practitioner, I have tried my best to understand how to better support these patients,
helping them realise their potential and leave behind the unforgiving world of the criminal
justice system.
Thanks to my research supervisor, I was introduced to the concept of intersubjectivity as a
means of understanding how people with maladaptive personal traits develop their own
sense of self and their sense of others. Furthermore, he introduced me to Personal
Construct Theory (PCT) techniques, which are now a staple of my practice and have allowed
me to connect more deeply with my patients, helping me create stronger therapeutic
rapports. The goal of my thesis is, therefore, to explore problems in these areas in
individuals with a diagnosis of personality disorder and to show how deeply PCT can allow
us to connect with one another, by allowing us to understand each other and to make sense
of this world together.
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Glossary
Intersubjectivity: Intersubjectivity describes the psychological relation between individuals
and the sharing of subjective perspectives (Gillespie & Cornish, 2010; Scheff et al.,
2006). Intersubjectivity can be concordant or dissonant, enhancing or degenerating,
and involves shared reciprocal experience between parts present in interaction
between clients and practitioners. This does not mean that subjects are having the
same experience, but that they are active participants in a shared experience,
coming together to reach a new state from the interaction (Buirski & Haglund, 2001).

Personal Construct Theory (PCT): PCT, based on the principle of constructive alternativism,
stipulates that our understanding and insights are always open to questioning and
re-evaluation (Butler & Green, 1998). The purpose of this framework is to investigate
how an individual construes the people and events around them, by using specific
methodology which will, through contrast and comparison, attempt to understand
how the individual’s world view influences their judgment and decision-making
process (Butler & Green, 1998).
Personality disorder: According to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders
(DSM-V; American Psychological Association, APA, 2013), personality disorder is an
enduring and pervasive pattern of inner experiences and behaviour which differ
substantially from the standards of the individual's culture. This pattern can be
manifested in a variety of areas, such as cognition (i.e., ways of perceiving and
interpreting self, other people and events), affectivity (i.e., the range, intensity, and
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appropriateness of emotional response), interpersonal functioning in personal and
social situations.
Trauma: Trauma covers a broad range of experiences, behaviour, thoughts and emotions
(Welling, 2012). It is used here to refer to psychological trauma (which may or may
not result from physical abuse). Psychological trauma usually occurs after distressing
events, leading a person to feel overwhelmed and unable to cope (Herman, 1992).
This can contribute to maladaptive coping strategies such as self-harming, substance
misuse, violence, aggression, avoidance and placating behaviours (Briere & Scott,
2006).
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Study 1 - Exploring Connectedness in Personality Disorder in a Peer Mentoring
sample using Personal Construct Theory

Word Count: 11964
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1. Abstract

Research demonstrates that connectedness, namely the feeling of bonding and belonging
experienced by human beings within and with society, shapes our identity and is a
protective factor in relation to mental health and physical difficulties. Absence of
connectedness is associated with, for example, suicidal and self-harming behaviours,
depression, and social withdrawal. Little research on connectedness as an interpersonal
process, including how it is experienced and how it influences the interpretation that
patients have of themselves and the world around them has taken place in the context of a
diagnosis of personality disorder. The present study conducted an analysis of connectedness
as experienced and explored insights concerning the nature, development and experience
of connectedness towards themselves and others described by individuals with such a
diagnosis.
Seven adults diagnosed with personality disorder, all peer supporters from the mental
health charity Together For Mental Wellbeing, participated in semi-structured interviews
adopting personal construct theory (PCT) methodology. The findings were transcribed and
examined using thematic analysis with the goal of identifying superordinate and
subordinate themes in participant narratives.
Two superordinate themes were identified. One involved safety and trust, as both
conditions and consequences in the experience of connectedness. The second theme
focused on intersubjectivity and ‘making sense with’, key processes used by participants to
make sense of the reality around them.
Construing related to the theme of connectedness in personality disorder is considered,
with regard to its importance for both future research and clinical practice.
11
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Concerning the former, the study shows how patients with personality disorder experienced
connectedness, and highlights themes that should be further explored through quantitative
methodology, such as the use of Repertory Grid techniques or the Inclusion of Others in Self
scale.
With regards to the latter, the research shows how using Personal Construct Psychotherapy
techniques can help explore the narratives and construing of individuals diagnosed with
personality disorder, leading to greater trust and safer rapports between patients and
clinicians.

2. Literature Background

2.1 Research Questions

To explore the concept of connectedness in patients with personality disorder, the study
aimed at answering the following questions:
1. How do patients diagnosed with personality disorder describe connectedness?
This enquiry was focused on understanding participants' constructions of connectedness
and the meaning-making processes behind their interpretation of what represents
connectedness.
2. From investigation of participants’ personal constructs, what can be inferred about their
experience and expression of connectedness towards others?
This question explored how participants' connectedness was expressed towards society,
themselves and, more broadly, the world around them.
12
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3. How useful are Personal Construct Theory methodologies of laddering and pyramiding in
exploring the development and expression of connectedness in participants?
This question focuses on the efficacy of the proposed approach in identifying themes that
would allow further understanding of the topic of connectedness as experienced in
personality disorder.
The study is concerned with the nature and influences upon how connectedness is
understood, developed, and expressed in the reality of their everyday life by those who
have been diagnosed as presenting with maladaptive personality traits.

2.2 The nature of connectedness and its relevance in intersubjectivity and meaning-making
processes

To better comprehend psychological development and its problems, it is essential to
thoroughly understand the relationship between human beings and society. A fundamental
component of our social interactions is connectedness, namely the deep bond which leads
people to create relations and attachments with one another (Lim & Gleeson, 2014).
Although the word ‘connectedness’ could be understood primarily in terms of friendships
and familial relationships, a closer investigation enables us to recognise how people can
experience belonging and bonding with the wider social world (Mashek et al., 2007). Indeed,
connections to others are potent, significant features of people’s identity (Tajfel, 1981),
affecting not simply our understanding of ourselves and our identity, but also “the things we
do, the attitudes and values we hold, and the way we perceive and react to people around
us” (Hogg, 2003, p. 462).
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Connectedness research has demonstrated its protective role, especially when exploring
psychological and physical issues (Uchino et al., 1996). It has been found to be positively
associated with social skills and positive feelings such as self-esteem, hopefulness and
positivity (Khodabakhsh & Besharat, 2011). Experiences of connectedness and belonging
have also been found to be positively linked with the feeling of having purpose and meaning
in life (Stavrova & Luhmann, 2016). On the contrary, the absence of social connectedness is
significantly associated with emotional distress, together with experiences of anxiety and
depression (Townsend & McWhirter, 2005).

In self-psychology theory, experiences of social connectedness or disconnectedness start
from childhood, developing and influencing the rest of our lives as human beings (Alam et
al., 2016). In early developmental stages, for instance, youth who are reportedly less
connected to parents, community and school report higher levels of suicidal ideation and
behaviours, alongside depressive symptoms (Foster et al., 2017). These factors further
progress into adulthood, as found in Daniel and Goldstone (2012) who reported
hopelessness and absence of connectedness to be significant contributors to risk of suicidal
behaviour in all phases of adulthood.

Connectedness is also deeply interlinked with meaning-making processes, with research
(e.g., Iwasaki et al., 2015; Iwasaki, 2017) showing how a socially and spiritually connected
life orients individuals towards making sense of experiences and the world around them.
Research reviewed by Needs (2018) shows that social injustice and feelings of exclusion
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from society negatively affect the construction of meaning, leading to a sense of alienation
from others when trauma is experienced.

Ferrito et al., (2017) highlighted the intrinsic difficulty of making meaning of life events
which involve violence and aggression, which further complicate the process for
perpetrators of violence, victims and their families. However, although an individual’s
attempt to make sense of events of traumatic lived experiences can have negative
consequences on their self-identity, this exploration can also lead to the attainment of a
new identity, developed on the basis of pro-social values, alongside more adaptive and
healthier schemas in establishing and developing relationships (Giordano et al., 2002; Laub
& Sampson, 1993, 2003; Maruna, 2001; Stevens, 2012). Critically, making sense of one’s
offending behaviour cannot occur in isolation from the social context, but it must take place
within it (De Jaegher & Froese, 2009; Ferrito et al., 2017). In this regard, academics (e.g. Best
et al., 2014) have drawn upon Social Identity Theory (Tajfel et al., 1979), finding that a new
social identity is paramount and that attention needs to focus on the interpersonal aspect of
recovery.

This leads us to the concept of intersubjectivity, namely the psychological relation between
individuals and the sharing of subjective perspectives (Gillespie & Cornish, 2010; Scheff et
al., 2006). Gillespie and Cornish (2010) defined this as a conceptually challenging idea,
suggesting that the focus of research should shift from analysing the single individual to the
analysis of the individual’s relationships with others. Gillespie and Cornish (2010) inform
how by exploring both explicit and implicit meta and meta-meta perspectives within any
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given individual, they can be recognised as being intersubjectively influenced from social
relations and discourses. Similarly, groups and institutions can also be re-conceptualised,
without the requirement for homogeneity, in that what creates a society or group is not
similarity but the extent to which its members’ perceptions are comprehended and shared
by and with one another (Gillespie & Cornish, 2010). Accordingly, it is essential to analyse
the individual within a group (inviting self-reflection on the individual’s position within the
context of social perspectives) and the group within the individual (as the collection of social
perceptions reflected through the person’s subjective experience). In De Jaegher et al.’s
(2010) words, psychology is not simply a study of how we make sense ‘of’ people, but how
we make sense ‘with’ people.
As with several previous points, such a view is inherently dynamic, concerned with changes
over time due to interactions. In the study of role transitions, Ashforth (2001) proposed a
framework of four major interacting and interdependent elements, represented as identity,
meaning, control and belonging; Needs and Adair-Stantiall (2018) elaborated this to define
these elements as central characteristics of the person as a complex, self-organising and
adaptive living system. Needs (2020) clarified how in this system, ‘identity’ allows the
system to maintain itself by providing a sense of continuity and uniqueness; ‘meaning’ is
obtained from engagement in action and immersion in the environment; ‘control’ includes
the sense of autonomy and self-efficacy that the system is able to express; finally, through
‘belonging’, which is experienced through learning, reciprocity and connectedness with
other systems, the whole system is able to develop. It is these elements of the systems, and
the ways they interact in people diagnosed with personality traits, that the present study
aimed at understanding.
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The research was mindful of Kyselo’s (2014) formulation of the synergy between concepts
such as connectedness and sharing on one side, and distinctiveness and autonomy and on
the other, when the senses of ‘other’ and ‘self’ are brought together in a relationship of
intersubjectivity. For instance, in their meta-synthesis on adolescents’ experiences of school
belonging, Craggs and Kelly (2018) found that feelings of school belonging, and
connectedness to peers, were associated with the development of individual identity,
alongside awareness of the experience of in-group membership and a sense of safety and
security. This is consistent with the work of Stevanovic and Koski (2018) who found that
through mutually responsive interactions involving intersubjectivity, humans develop the
ability to understand and make sense of (and with) the world that surrounds them.

In fact, the opposite of this, a reduction in external exchanges involving connectedness can
lead to rigidity in our internal processes (Laroche et al., 2014; Needs, 2020). An example on
how work on intersubjectivity and connectedness can help extricate from this rigidity and
develop new perspectives (Hinton & Kirmayer, 2017) can be found in the research of Needs
(2020) on equine-assisted learning with members of armed forces. Through participation in
the course, clients reported increases in their capacity for self-reflection and self-awareness.
Participants reported, through direct experience, the ability to maintain calmness, cast aside
assumptions and preconceptions, appreciate other perspectives, consider options and not
give up. Most importantly, the experience of ‘with’ can overcome a preoccupation with the
past and spark a new beginning for those who interact with the process (Needs, 2020).
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A system that becomes overly focused on self-related concerns, such as its own
preservation, can incur the risk of repetition and failure to elaborate alternatives,
preventing the development of flexible reorganisation of the system itself (Hayes & Yasinski,
2015); on the other hand, openness to alternative perspectives, flexibility and adaptiveness
to change are paramount in enabling further development (Needs, 2020). The lack of these
characteristics is found across a number of mental health disorder presentations (Kashdan &
Rottenberg, 2010).

This is especially relevant to the current study. An association between psychopathology,
including personality disorder, has been found with, for example, suicidal behaviour,
depressive symptoms and resistance to alternative perspectives in a variety of studies (e.g.,
Mou et al., 2018). Indeed, this rigidity, alongside other clinical features associated with
personality disorder, contributes to the complexity in establishing rapport with patients
with maladaptive personality traits. This suggests there might be issues in experiencing
connectedness in individuals with personality disorder; as such, there is scope to explore
further and more deeply how connectedness is felt and understood in patients diagnosed
with the condition and how processes surrounding connectedness have been experienced
and developed.

2.3 Current research on connectedness and personality disorder

The presentation of personality disorder is one signficantly characterised by trauma, abusive
early life experiences and attachment difficulties (Johnson et al., 1999). Many individuals
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diagnosed with the condition suffer stigma and discrimination, often experiencing exclusion
from health and community services due to perceived complexities in the therapeutic
rapport (National Institute for Mental Health [NIMH], 2003). Although the prevalence of
personality disorder in the British population is calculated to be at 4.4% (Coid et al., 2006), it
is significantly larger in offending samples, as 65% of the prison population is found to be
presenting with diagnosable personality disorder traits (Fazel & Danesh, 2002). Considering
the prevalence of personality disorder presentations in forensic psychology and the
complexities surrounding engagement, it is important to understand how we can foster
positive therapeutic rapport with patients diagnosed with personality traits and explore
how connectedness and intersubjectivity can support patients and therapists in the
recovery journey.

Although research on relationships between personality pathology and social
connectedness is largely lacking, there are promising exceptions. Alam et al.’s (2016)
correlational research study on college and university students, had the goal of exploring
forgiveness and empathy as predictors of social connectedness, while also examining
whether narcissism had a moderating role. Following the use of moderated regression
analysis, their results found that narcissism was a significant negative predictor of social
connectedness, whereas forgiveness and empathy were positive predictors when
controlling for factors such as familial bonds and gender. The authors deduct that social
connectedness is potentially a fundamental factor in the prevention of psychosocial
maladjustment in the student population. Certainly, the authors state the need for further
research to investigate other factors potentially correlated with social connectedness;
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nevertheless, these results are promising for the planning of interventions aimed at
preventing psychological problems associated with low social connectedness (Alam et al.,
2016). Furthermore, the researchers also recommended for future work to additionally
investigate the buffering role of social connectedness in relation to stressful life events and
psychopathology.

Relevant developments have also come from the field of Compassionate Focused Therapy
(CFT) and the related Compassion Focused Imagery (CFI) explored by Gilbert (2014). In the
CFT model, connectedness is a key element of the ‘soothing system’, which focuses on
safety, contentment and the feelings of well-being related to social safeness, feeling
needed, wanted, loved and safe with others (Gilbert, 2017). Other forms of connectedness,
such as with powerfully emotive music or with the flow of life itself can be used in
compassionate imagery exercises, aimed at fostering the sense of connectedness and
acceptance in oneself (Gilbert, 2014). Research on CFI and personality disorder has this far
used a qualitative approach, which has shown its strength in identifying themes and key
elements to be explored in future research. For example, Naismith et al. (2019), used
thematic analysis on the results of 53 semi-structured interviews to explore facilitators and
inhibitors in participants diagnosed with personality disorder engaging with CFI. In another
instance, Lumsden et al. (2018) used semi-structured interviews with eight fathers with a
diagnosis of Borderline Personality Disorder, analysing their results using interpretative
phenomenological analysis (IPA). In both cases, the use of a qualitative approach allowed indepth exploration of ideas such as different fears of compassion; in the latter study, this was
extremely helpful in identifying key superordinate and subordinate themes surrounding the
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theme of fatherhood and the way fathers with personality disorder bond and connect with
their progeny. The ability of these studies to gather such a richness of data suggested that
using similar qualitative methodology could allow similarly rich results in the exploration of
connectedness in personality disorder and its relevance in contexts such as the therapeutic
alliance.

Indeed, practitioners must be aware of Needs’ (2020) warning that those most in need of
experiencing connectedness and intersubjectivity, such as individuals diagnosed with
personality disorder, are least likely to engage with offered help, whether professional or
not. Feelings of difference, lack of trust and isolation can even extend to sources of support,
even if this is of a practical nature. These considerations have led to arguments for making
available sources of support in the form of peer mentoring (Needs, 2020). Recent studies on
mentoring and mental health difficulties suggest positive influences of mentoring on
interpersonal relationships (Muscott & O’Brien, 1999; Noll, 1997; Welkowitz & Fox, 2000)
and self-esteem (Ahrens et al., 2010; Shevitz et al., 2003). Perrin and Blagden (2014) also
found that participants in the ‘Listener’ role scheme regulated by the Samaritans,
experience profound internal changes, shifting in their self-identity and gaining meaning and
purpose. This is what brought the current study to focus on peer mentors as its
participants, as they will have had this experience of internal change in the way they
construct reality and could have provided insights as to the processes related to it.
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2.4 Peer Mentors

With regard to personality disorder and peer mentoring, research from Hunter et al. (2019)
explored the experiences of black, Asian and minority ethnic young men in a prison-based
offender personality disorder service. They found that a significant emphasis is placed given
to the interpersonal factors common across therapeutic approaches (Tufekcioglu & Muran,
2014), in addition to bonding with other peers (Warr, 1993) and the role of maturation
(Gove, 1985). Specifically with regards to peer mentoring, participants found that speaking
to peers from similar BAME background, and already engaging with the service, encouraged
them take a decisive step towards their own engagement. It was found that through peer
encouragement, developing relationships with members of staff and maintaining the
freedom to decide their own level of engagement, barriers surrounding experiences of
being judged, isolation and hopelessness were overcome. Indeed, many participants in their
research recommended the establishment of wing mentors, as a way to encourage further
service engagement (Hunter et al., 2019). In support of this finding, the use of peer-support
schemes is expanding, particularly in UK prisons (Perrin & Blagden, 2014, 2016).

Hunter et al. (2019) also recommended for future research to explore the views of
offenders who declined to engage with intervention services as their study only reflected
the opinion of those who overcame barriers to engagement. Furthermore, the authors
recommend issues of intersectionality, namely the way in which intersecting identities
associated with specific social categories such as socioeconomic status, sexual, orientation,
race, gender, interact to create systems of oppression and discrimination (see Walby et al.,
2012), to be explored in greater depth using a different qualitative method, such as
22
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grounded theory analysis. The present study was conducted with peer supporters who had
overcome their own barriers to engagement whilst diagnosed with personality disorder and
receiving mental health care. The study explored the processes that allowed barriers to be
overcome and connectedness to be experienced and how related processes helped them
overcome feelings of difference, distrust and isolation. It was however important to
examine the limitations of current research on connectedness in order where possible to
avoid these.

2.5 Limitations of current research on connectedness

Notably, both Alam et al. (2016) and Bachrach et al. (2015) considered the need for
longitudinal research to further explore the correlation between connectedness and
pathological personality structure. The present study was not longitudinal research and as
such was open to similar limitations, including Bachrach et al.’s (2015) issues with regard to
social desirability biases. Nevertheless, whereas both works approached the topic in a
quantitative research style, the present study’s goal was to explore what other concepts and
constructs would emerge when conducting qualitative interviews on connectedness with
individuals diagnosed with personality disorder; its aim was to investigate maladaptive
personality traits while considering factors which were not explored in the previous studies
and which would then inform future longitudinal academic work.
One way in which the present study differs from these two studies is in its adaptation of the
‘Inclusion of Others in the Self’ (IOS) approach (Aron et al., 1992) to identify appropriate
structures of connectedness to investigate. This methodology captures the construct of
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interconnected selves, bringing to our attention the self-definition of humans through social
connections (Mashek et al., 2007). Although Aron et al. (1992) created a quantitative IOS
scale to investigate these constructions, the present study acknowledged their work to
investigate these concepts on a different sample and by adopting a different theoretical
standpoint. Specifically, the current research aimed at exploring how personality disordered
patients interpreted connectedness to a variety of entities, such as themselves, their family
and peers, school, and society in a broader sense. Outside of the group ‘family’ however,
none of these other groups was directly indicated in the interview questions, in order to
avoid potential desirability biases (Haft et al., 2019). Indeed, I did not want to include
leading questions that could lead participants to talk about specific social entities simply
because mentioned by the researcher; rather, my intention was to ensure that relevant
processes and social figures shared by participants would be brought up naturally during the
semi-structured interview process.

2.6 Personal Construct Theory

Inspiration from the IOS approach (Aron et al., 1992) is not the only difference between the
present study and previous research. The paucity of studies exploring personal construing of
connectedness in personality disorder called for an interpretivist approach (Weber, 1924, as
cited in O’Gorman and MacIntosh, 2015) which could explore the different constructions
and themes explained by participants, investigating their narratives considering the wider
social, cultural and historical context. A qualitative design was chosen to ensure a richness
of data that could provide new insights for previous quantitative research; furthermore, the
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study could identify potentially new interactions and associations of cause and effect to be
investigated by future quantitative research (Burns, 2000).

I identified Personal Construct Theory (PCT), based on the work of Kelly (1955), to be the
appropriate methodology to satisfy the research goals. In research, the personal construct
approach allows the use of techniques, such as ‘laddering’ and ‘pyramiding’, within
structured interviews with the goal of eliciting meanings from participants. The aim is to
uncover the subjective cognitive structures through which a person makes sense of and
anticipates the world, including hierarchies of constructs (Murphy et al., 2017). As
constructs are bipolar in nature (e.g., the word ‘good’ only has relevance when explored in
relation to the word ‘bad’), they allow participants to consider themselves and others on the
spectrum of that construct.
A number of case studies have used PCT methodologies, such as in the investigation of
narratives of patients diagnosed with Autistic Spectrum Disorder (e.g., Cridland et al., 2016;
Murphy et al., 2017). However, to my knowledge, no previous academic work has adopted
PCT methodology when investigating connectedness in personality disorder presentations.
As such, this would have allowed me to both investigate the topic and to also examine the
empirical utility of the application of PCT methodology in personality disorder work.

The researcher has chosen this for two main reasons: first, because PCT offers a view of
individuals that provides a sense of agency and choice, explaining themes of consistency
and change (Butler, 2009; Horley, 2009), including when limited by participants’ previous
use of constructs (Kelly, 1970). This allows the researcher to explore the development of
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construing in relation to connectedness with other people, a process likely to be inextricably
linked with intersubjectivity (Stevanovic & Koski, 2018).
Secondly, researchers need to question the use of diagnostic terms and constructs such as
‘psychopath’ which, as explored before, lead individuals diagnosed with personality traits to
suffer stigma and discrimination, and exclusion from services due to the complexity of
establishing robust therapeutic rapports (Horley, 2009; NIMH, 2003). The present
researcher was interested in understanding what insights PCT would give with regard to the
development of such a rapport with participants previously diagnosed with maladaptive
personality traits, and how it would allow participants and researcher to reflect together on
their experiences of connectedness, how they influenced participants’ world views and
experiences of their recovery journey.

3. Research Methodology

3.1 Research Design

As discussed previously, the present study adopted a qualitative method of data collection,
conducting interviews as part of the methodology. As this approach has been recognised as
effectively being able to capture people’s experiences and understandings that concern
specific issues of research (McNamara, 1999), the researcher deemed it suitable as
pertaining the goals of the chosen topic of research.
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3.2 Participants

A total of seven participants was recruited in order to conduct the interviews. Each
participant was a peer supporter, previously diagnosed with personality disorder, from the
mental health charity Together For Mental Wellbeing. They were recruited using a research
advertisement using Together’s staff mailbox, through which three separate invites were
sent to peer coordinators and peer supporters highlighting the opportunity to partake in the
research project. In light of the main researcher being employed by the charity during the
data collection process, to avoid potential conflict of interest and power dynamics due to
role differences, participants were recruited from all Together’s services, and given the
opportunity to opt-in to the research, rather than being selected for it.
Being a forensic mental health charity, all participants had an experience of both mental
health difficulties and the criminal justice system. Participants were one male and six
women, aged between 27 and 63 (mean age = 39), all employed in peer support in either
volunteering or full-time positions for an average of 4 years. Level of education varied from
college and NVQ to university level and polytechnic studies. All participants reported their
current gender being the same as that of birth; with regards to sexual orientation, three
participants identified themselves as bisexual, three as heterosexual and one as queer.
Three participants identified themselves as religious, two as atheists, and two as spiritual.
Only one participant reported having served in armed forces. As the findings of this research
will be provided to the charity for their own dissemination, no further details on participants
will be provided to ensure confidentiality.
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In order to be eligible for the research project, participants had to have been formally
diagnosed with personality disorder, fulfilling criteria for the diagnosis illustrated in the
DSM-V (APA, 2013) and International Classification of Diseases Tenth Version (ICD-10, World
Health Organisation [WHO], 2019). A majority of participants reported a formal diagnosis of
borderline personality disorder (BPD), with one participant reporting being diagnosed with
schizotypal personality disorder. One participant interviewed had a formal diagnosis of posttraumatic stress disorder, not a formal one of personal disorder, albeit this was one of the
labels that had been applied to them during their experience in mental health services. As
such, it was agreed with the research supervisor that results obtained from this participant
would be included in the broader discussion of findings, but not in the identification of
specific themes. On average, participants had lived with the diagnosis from a range of
between five to 40 years.

3.3 Methodology

A questionnaire was used to collect demographic information, including an option for
participants to specify what personality disorder they had been diagnosed with, and how
long their experience as a peer supporter was. The interview schedule comprised of 15
questions, which then generated further discussion during the interview using the personal
constructs expressed by the participants, for instance by asking them to compare opposite
constructs, or by asking why they deemed certain constructs as important to them (see
appendix 1 for full interview schedule, alongside the demographics questionnaire). The
construct elicitation process results in the articulation of verbal labels that are bipolar in
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nature. An example of a questioning sequence in the semi-structured interview, using
‘laddering’ methodology on elicited constructs, probing participants until a final abstraction
is obtained, is given in Table 1 below.
Table 1
‘Laddering’ example question: ‘Why was school important to you?

It was a place that was structured and organised AS OPPOSED TO It was a place that was
chaotic and disorganized
Why is that important?
It made studying easier AS OPPOSED TO it made studying harder
Why is that important?
It made me feel competent and knowledgeable AS OPPOSED TO it made me feel
incompetent and ignorant
Why is that important?
It made me aware that I was a good student AS OPPOSED TO It made me aware that I was
not a good student
Why is that important?
So that it made me happy with myself AS OPPOSED TO It made me unhappy with myself

Superordinate personal construct: Being happy with themselves (happiness being an
abstract concept)

The current research also adopted the technique of ‘pyramiding’, which gives a researcher
the opportunity to investigate people’s behaviour in different contexts. This process adopts
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a dissimilar approach to ‘laddering’, beginning from an abstract construct to then explore
what it refers to in increasingly concrete terms (such as behaviours or events).
Find below a sample of questioning in the semi-structured interview, when using the
‘pyramiding’ technique of personal constructs:

Table 2
‘Pyramiding’ example question: ‘What is the difference between a good teacher and a bad
teacher?’
Abstract Concept: ‘good’
They communicate in a good way with students AS OPPOSED TO They communicate with
students in the wrong way
What do they communicate well?
They talk to students about their homework AS OPPOSED TO They do not provide
feedback to students
What about their homework do they talk about?
They answer questions and doubts students might have AS OPPOSED TO They do not
answer any questions

As PCT approaches and style of questioning can be quite probing and repetitive for
participants (Murphy et al., 2017), the researcher included questions (e.g., question 11:
‘Would you give me an example of something you are proud of?’) to express a less intense
questioning style. This would allow participants to still explore constructs emerging from the
interviews, whilst taking pause from the intense questioning approach of PCT.
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It was expected that through these flexible yet systematic PCT techniques, participants
would elaborate on their answers and provide more insights, whereas a structured
interview would limit the scope of their answers. An unstructured interview, on the other
hand would not have allowed participants to focus on the topic of connectedness in a way
that went beyond rather obvious ‘surface’ meanings.
Similarly, neither participant observation nor focus groups (such as in Naismith et al., 2019)
would have allowed such a detailed focus on individuals’ understanding.

3.4 Ethics

In regard to ethics, the materials used included relevant forms (see appendixes 2 and 3) for
participants to become aware of the contents and purposes of the research and their ethical
rights. These included an initial ‘information sheet’ and ‘consent form’, containing relevant
information on the wider research project, alongside contact details for the researcher and
their supervisor which could have been used by participants in the event they required their
data to be withdrawn.

3.5 Data collection
The interviews were recorded by using two audio-recorders (an additional one was used as
a back-up in the event of any data loss), both being personal possessions of the present
researcher. These allowed the interviews to be recorded in MP3 files, which represented
the data of the actual project.
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Originally, data collection took place in person prior to the Coronavirus pandemic. Following
the emergence of the virus, permission was sought and obtained by the University Ethical
Committee to conduct interviews over video link and/or phone, following the same audio
recording procedure as with the originally agreed interview process (see appendix 4 for
letter of ethical approval). Four participants were interviewed in person, and three
remotely.

3.6 Data Analysis

Following interview transcription, data was analysed through thematic analysis (Braun &
Clarke, 2006). This allows flexibility when identifying and generating themes in the data.
Although this has been criticised as merely paraphrasing recorded data (Braun & Clarke,
2006), it was chosen due to its directness and flexibility in being able to recognise and
identify common themes amongst participants’ interviews.
Data analysis was conducted following the step-by-step approach described in Braun and
Clarke (2006); firstly, the researcher familiarised themselves with the data following
transcription. The second step involved the generation of initial codes from the data. These
identify features of the data that are relevant to the analyst, and refer to “the most basic
segment, or element, of the raw data or information that can be assessed in a meaningful
way regarding the phenomenon” (Boyatzis, 1998: 63). Following generation of the codes,
the researcher identified the number of themes presented in the material that had been
coded, exploring how the combinations of different codes could generate an overarching
theme (Braun & Clarke, 2006).
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After identification of the themes, the researcher reviewed them, beginning a process of
breaking larger themes into smaller themes, while identifying which themes collapsed into
one another. This process followed Patton’s (1990) dual criteria of ‘internal homogeneity’
and ‘external heterogeneity’, which establishes that data within themes needs to belong
together in a meaningful way, while clear differences should be recognisable between
themes identified. Once a satisfactory thematic map was obtained, these were refined and
named by the researcher. Finally, the researcher elaborated the thematic analysis, to
illustrate the constructs of the participants within and across themes. Table 3 summarises
the steps followed during data analysis.
Table 3
Step by step thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006)
Step

Action

Step 1

Familiarising with the data

Step 2:

Generating initial codes

Step 3

Searching for themes

Step 4

Reviewing themes

Step 5

Defining and naming themes

Step 6

Putting the analysis together

4. Integrated Results and Discussion
Two superordinate themes were identified: (1) Safety and Trust and (2) Making Sense With.
These were further divided into a number of subthemes: ‘Belonging vs Abandonment’,
‘Conditions vs Impediments to Connectedness’ and ‘Acknowledgment vs Lack of Validation’
for Safety and Trust; ‘Mutual Understanding’, ‘Freedom of Expression’, ‘Acceptance vs
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Rejection’, ‘Growth and Empowerment through Helping Others’ for ‘Making Sense With’.
This have been summarised in Figure 1 below.
Figure 1
Superordinate and subordinate themes identified in the construction of connectedness in
personality disorder.

Subordinate Theme:
Belonging vs
Abandoment

Superordinate
Theme:
Safety and Trust

Constructions of
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Personality
Disorder
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Subordinate Theme:
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Rejection
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through Helping
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4.1 Theme 1: Safety and Trust
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This theme encompasses processes and constructs that related to safety, protection and the
opportunity for participants to experience connectedness through trust, exploring the
conditions for this to develop, alongside the consequences of its absence.

Belonging vs Abandonment.
Participants outlined constructs associated with belonging as a process that allowed them to
overcome moments of vulnerability and develop confidence in themselves and their
relationship with others:

You know, that's all a big acceptance for me and that's what? 12-13 years coming up to, to
feel after all those years, in a-in a-in an organisation like Together. Y-you've got
noidea how much that helps me and makes me feel that I always feel confident
going there. I never feel vulnerable or, uh, uh, or bored or paranoid of any sort. I feel
I can't wait to get here and be the part of the team (Fiona)

These findings are consistent with work from Stavrova and Luhmann (2016), in that
participants reported connectedness and belonging as having positive links with the feeling
of having purpose and meaning in life. Being a part of a larger group was what allowed the
participant to overcome boredom and paranoia, traits often found in personality disorder
presentation (Doustkam et al., 2017).
In line with work reviewed by Needs and Adair-Stantiall (2018), participants often used the
word ‘belonging’, which was brought into sharper definition through polar opposite
constructs, such as abandonment and loneliness:
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Well, it makes one feel a part of something, a part of a group, a part of a family, other than
being left out 'cause I know what it feel-feels like to be left out. And under that,
what's connectedness. […] Well, I think it's a human thing, isn't it? It makes you feel
good, it makes you feel wanted..[…] Because I think-I think loneliness kills, really. I
think it's-it's really difficult to be completely on your own. I think some people can be
on their own, but not feel alone, but if-if you feel alone, that-that's a problem. Um,
some people can be with a group of people, and, you know, feel alone. I think that
that loneliness or that kind of feeling of being alone in the world, I guess it's kind of
like if you-It's probably wrong in this current climate to kind of liken it to an apocalypse, but, you
know, when you see those movies where somebody wakes up in a hospital and
there's nobody else in the world at all and they can't find anybody else. And I think
it's kind of that feeling of, "I've got no connection to anyone. I've got nobody to talk
to. I'm completely alone." I think sometimes people can be surrounded by people
and feel like that. And it is-- it's not just being alone.
It's-It's kind of having-- it's kind of like a lack of hope and a lack of-a lack of purpose I guess
again, and a lack of connectedness, and it's just a complete lack and void of anything.
(Donna)

Participants perceived lack of connectedness as abandonment, but most importantly as a
symbol of a lack of hope and purpose, to the point of comparing that state to ‘void’. This is
especially poignant considering the importance of ‘identity’ within an integrated framework
(Needs & Adair-Stantiall, 2018); we are able to recognise how lack of connectedness can
drastically impact the sense of self in individuals diagnosed with maladaptive personality
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traits, especially in consideration that understanding of offending behaviour needs to take
place within a social context, rather than in isolation (see De Jaegher & Froese, 2009; Ferrito
et al., 2017).
Findings are also consistent with research on adolescents’ experiences of school belonging
(Craggs & Kelly, 2018), where connectedness to peers was associated with the development
of individual identity, awareness of the experience of in-group membership, and a sense of
safety and security.

-- so the first part of my compulsory schooling journey in primary school, when I reached
towards the end of primary school, um, I felt I had built a very strong, established
group of close friends who embodied a number of the qualities we have been
discussing with you so far. So they were reliable, trustworthy, honest, um, likeminded, and so forth.[…] To meet new people, make new friends, travel outside of
my immediate area, and break out of my comfort zone a little bit, which I saw as a
child, an exciting challenge. Yeah. (Beth)

This is consistent with the work of Stevanovic and Koski (2018) on responsive interactions
involving intersubjectivity, through which humans develop the ability to understand and
make sense with the world that surrounds them.

Conditions for Connectedness vs Impediments to Connectedness.
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This subtheme encapsulates the factors that participants identified as fundamental to what
defines connectedness. This included reflections on trust and dependability, as opposed to
falseness and unpredictability. A majority of participants reported adverse childhood
experiences, using words such as ‘dysfunctional’ to describe familial ties. One participant
gave a particularly good example on how being regarded by others as part of something
dysfunctional impacted her ability to trust others. The participant recognised how this could
lead to further issues.

(…) I was afraid of adults in a lot of different ways because of trust because of the way they
looked at me, their body language. They knew that I came from a dysfunctional family and
treated me like that with their looks and their whispers. So, yeah, [giggles] that was back inin my li-life. […] The importance of trust is feeling safe and trusting another person. Um,
yeah, feeling safe with another person, feeling that you can trust other people because if
you can't trust, then that becomes a psychological problem. […] And, uh-and, uh-and, uh-uh,
feeds, then, in a disorder. So, I had to learn that. I had to learn that big thing as I was
growing up, um, to trust other people. But also, to know how much I could trust another
person and what I would say to them to like go-- to know them a bit better. So, it was bbuilding rapport with them and finding that way through it to trust.
From-- Coming from a very dysfunctional family and not seeing a lot of compassion but a lot
of dysfunction, i.e., alcohol, violence, uh, that, to me, was, you know, life. I didn't feel
compassion around that, you know, that thing in my life but I had compassion in myself. I
felt love in myself as a child but I didn't feel it coming a lot from other places. (Fiona)
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The ability to recognise the lack of compassion within the family nucleus suggests the
significant impact that such experiences had in the definition of connectedness, or rather on
what the polar opposite of connectedness is. This is especially relevant if we consider the
work of Naismith et al. (2019), and their superordinate themes of ‘fear of compassion’ and
‘lack of compassionate experiences’.
The former identified that supposed compassionate figures being ‘unreliable’ and
‘manipulative’ instigated a fear of compassion; considering the negative childhood
experiences that individuals with personality traits experience (Naismith et al., 2019) this is
consistent with current findings. Participants were indeed able to identify what
connectedness is by identifying a polar opposite contextualised in negative familiar
relationships. This was the catalyst towards understanding what connectedness should be;
namely, a trustworthy, safe, connection where compassion is experienced without fear.

No, the-the- losing the connection with my family was actually, um, a weight lifted from my
shoulders. Um, it was- I think it must have hurt, obviously, from the church. That
was- that was the biggest i-issue going. When you realize that the only friends you've
got were actually false friends in the church. […] Because true friends, no matter if
you-- You might not speak to them for months on end, but, you know, that you could
ring them up and say, "I'm in trouble," or, "I need a hand or something like that."
And they're gonna be on the end of the phone and they're gonna talk to you and
they're gonna be there. That's a true friend. That's a friend who is better than family.
(Charlie)
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The lack of compassionate experiences found in Naismith et al. (2019) has implications for
the theme of safety and trust found in the current research. Indeed, the lack of positive
relational templates was reported by participants in this study as influencing their own
description of connectedness prior to actually identifying a bond that could provide such a
template. When this bond was found, whether through a friendship, therapy, or through a
work relation, then connectedness was able to be defined as ‘safe’ and ‘reliable’.

Because, um, because there are many, you know, risks and dangers outside and, um, if you
don't feel protected, it's easier for people to take advantage of you and, um, misuse you,
assault you, do anything that they want to do. And I-I think that has an effect, you know,
when you grow up and, you know, it makes you become possibly a-a hard person and get
into, you know, negative things. Um, so it's very important to feel protected and knowing-and giving you a sense of self-worth and self-confidence as well. It instills that in you.
(Andrea)

This makes the findings of Rickwood et al. (2005) all the more relevant for therapeutic
relationships, especially at a young age. In their study, the role of trusting relationships,
involving persistence and transparency, was key in facilitating help-seeking in young people.
Participants in this study were able to experience such a bond with therapists only after
being involved in the criminal justice system, or after having engaged with various health
services, which leads us to reflect on the importance of establishing transparent and
consistently reliable relationships at the earliest possible stage.
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[…] this CPN, uh, was very kind of maternal figure to me. I think she has similarities to my
mom, um, and I think a lot of the work that we've done together, um, it felt that like
reparenting and it felt like she was, you know, seeing me for who I was and-and-and being
supportive of who I was. She wasn't being homophobic. She wasn't being judging about my
mental health or, um, my drug, and alcohol issues. (Elle)

This would assist therapeutic services and potential sources of support in overcoming
feelings of difference, distrust and isolation that impact working relationships with service
users even for practical assistance (Needs, 2020); in fact, consistently with work from Perrin
and Blagden (2014) participants found peer support to be enabling towards the
development of their construct of connectedness in a positive light.

I think the most connected I've ever felt to another person is in peer support. […] And I think
because, you know, with mental health, with life, you know, we-- I think a lot of us feel, you
know, you can be surrounded by people, but feel really, really alone. And I think, you know,
connecting to somebody, kind of, on a deeper level like that, you know, just-just helps you
to feel less alone for a little while. (Donna)

Acknowledgement vs Lack of Validation.

Perrin and Blagden’s (2014) work is perhaps even more relevant when considering the
subtheme of ‘acknowledgement vs lack of validation’. It is hard to establish whether
acknowledgement itself is a condition necessary for a sense of connectedness or is in fact a
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natural consequence of it. Participants’ transcripts suggest that it is probably a combination
of both.

Because this world is a scary place and a lot of the times, I find that I-I feel alone in my head,
in my own, uh, in my own talks that I can have in my head. And sometimes, it feels like
nobody else may have these kind of thoughts, so by having a connection with somebody,
you can kind of feel that they can-- you can-- you're understood and actually your thoughts
may not be as random or as weird as you may think because actually other people could be
thinking or feeling the same way as you do. (Elle)

Acknowledgement appeared to be inextricably entangled with the ability to connect, and a
key factor to developing self-identity; this is consistent with findings suggesting how
narrative identities emerge from social relationships (Davies & Harré, 1990; Presser, 2010).
Nevertheless, this was also presented as a dilemma, due to acknowledgement and
validation being conditions for vulnerability.

Yeah. It- I think- although it's-it's like I can't stand when I was to get the pat on the back, but
at the same time, there is a part of me that says. I wish they'd acknowledged that I've been
there or I wish they had acknowledged me. […] But at the same time, I'm-I'm- I will
disappear, you know. It's-it's a really weird thing and I don't know, I don't know whether it's
because I'm trying to protect myself or in case anything goes wrong. I don't know. Um, but it
is a very weird thing that I do. Um, and I've always done it and it's not too often. I think,
well, you know, you-you want to be acknowledged and yet you didn't stay. [laughs] (Charlie)
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It is hard to understand if the participant ‘disappeared’ due to a fear of evaluation by others,
or to avoid being centre of attention. This highlights the complex process of understanding
constructions of reality when exploring previous traumatic experiences; it is for this reason
that practitioners should seek to avoid negative consequences on the self-identity of
patients, through validation of the individual’s experience and emphasising pro-social values
(Giordano, Cernkovich & Rudolf, 2002; Laub and Sampson, 1993, 2003; Maruna, 2001;
Stevens, 2012). Participants reported that feeling valued and validated by others was key
towards enabling self-value, supporting Gillespie and Cornish’s (2010) suggestion that
research should focus on analysing individuals’ relationships with others. Overall, feeling
valued allowed participants to experience safety through connectedness, and was identified
as a condition to enabling participants to find purpose, meaning and self-worth.

Because that's the one thing I think that makes people feel valued. Um, and, you know, it
makes, the whole point in-in human existence I think is to feel connected to-to some-- at
least somebody else, or something else, and to give your life a sense of purpose and a sense
of meaning. […] because I think quite often we place how we feel about ourselves on, you
know, how other people do. So if other people don't value us, we find it harder to value
ourselves. (Donna)

4.2 Theme 2: Making Sense With
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The importance of intersubjectivity can also be perceived in the superordinate theme of
‘making sense with’, which addresses our research question on the experience of
connectedness and the sharing of people’s construing in the intersubjective process. This
theme encompasses the processes and constructs through which participants were able to
experience intersubjectivity and make sense with others of the reality around them and
especially their own selves.

Mutual Understanding.

Mutuality was key in making sense with others, alongside the importance of open,
responsive interactions:
Um, you know, kind of when giving, um, peer support really, or, you know, or receiving peer
support. Peer support is often a mutual thing. And I think it's, you know, it's kind of
that mutual kind of understanding. Um, or if maybe you've been through something
similar, or you're wrapped in a certain way, or your understanding is very similar, or,
you know, you might feel like you're completely alone with something, so you might
feel like you're the only person who feels a certain way.
And then when someone else says that they react that way or they feel that way too, you
feel that sense of connectedness. Um, or if you're supporting someone, and, you
know, you kind of say, "Okay, I can't say for definite this is how you feel, but when I
fee--" You know, "When this happens to me, I feel like this. You know, does thatdoes that resonate with you at all?"
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And when you can see that it really does and then feel that somebody's really understood
them, I think that, you know, you do kind of get that closer connection to somebody
because it's kind of, it's-it's that unspoken understanding almost. (Donna)
Indeed, participants reported being able to connect with individuals close to them, due to
shared experiences, at times even without saying a word. This is a particularly interesting
process, which suggests that the development and sharing of personal constructs was
experienced by participants in a process of ‘mutual understanding’, with an unspoken
connection between individuals (Needs, 2020); this shows how individuals connect through
a subconscious process of acceptance and mutual, unspoken sharing and acknowledgement
of respective experiences. Although this shows how peer support connects individuals and
fosters positive relationships (Hunter et al., 2019; Perrin & Blagden, 2014), it is not exclusive
to peer support, but similarly found in significant relationships. Indeed, participants
reported ‘unspoken understanding’ as a major factor in other positive connections,
characterised by an ability to share and acknowledge each other’s reality and emotions.

It is also important to acknowledge two smaller common themes emerging from participant
transcripts, linked to the wider ‘mutual understanding’ subtheme. The first one was that of
music. Five out of seven participants reported how music was essential to them in their
ability to connect with others, by either producing their own music or using music as a
creative outlet to process negative emotions:

Music is a therapy on it's own, and again, to make others happy. You know, when-when-Well, I did it, it sounds like stuff as well like, uh, so people's parties and that, and you
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know, to see them dancing and having a good time, and-and that- and I think, yeah,
this is working. I-I'm giving them a good time by playing the tunes they want to hear.
And it's the same for when I'm online because mainly it's requests. So and I know
that they've requested that song for a specific reason, and I can play it for them, and
they can have a laugh and, you know, stuff like that. (Charlie)

It was something about music as well. I mean, I sti- still do music now, so it's been like a
constant, uh, it's been a constant thing for me. Like, uh, as a coping strategy, um,
part of myself, and also how I connect to other people. (Elle)

This is particularly relevant considering work from Gilbert (2014) showing how music can be
used in compassionate focused imagery practice to process sadness and experiencing
compassion towards self and others. It is consistent with research from Muhr (2020),
showing how through the qualities of music, and arts-based research more broadly, we can
enhance human-nature connectedness, which is positively correlated with proenvironmental behaviour and wellbeing. Furthermore, it supports research from Kenner et
al. (2020), showing how participants diagnosed with BPD and participating in an eightweek music therapy program experienced an increase in both musical competence and
relational competence, decreasing emotionality by developing healthier self-concepts. This
suggests future research could focus on the positive impact of music in developing positive,
encouraging connections, which would then enable the elaboration of positive selfconstructs in the lives of participants diagnosed with maladaptive personality traits, by
influencing perceptions of connectedness, sympathy and empathy (Gilbert, 2014).
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Another smaller theme was centred around animals, with participants praising the role their
pets had in the ability to connect ‘without words’. This is consistent with the work of Needs
(2020) on equine-assisted learning with members of armed forces, where clients reported
increases in their capacity for self-reflection and self-awareness.

So, um, I was allowed, again, I suppose, to-to-to grow as a person. And it made me quite
strong because, from a young age, I was working with horses, which are big strong
animals. And I think it-it gave me quite a lot of confidence more than what I got from
school. 'Cause I was quite shy and-and I could be quite reserved and there was
bullying and things that went on at school. So I wasn't really happy at school, but
with the horses, I was. [laughs] (Georgia)

The present research suggests that the unspoken connection with pets resembled the
characteristics participants reported when experiencing connectedness, being
unjudgmental, focused on acceptance and unconditional love.

Oh, my pets. Yeah, my pets, well, my pets are everything to me. Um, yeah, and just now one
of them is getting very old. Uh, you know, they just give me the best care at the
moment, certainly though. Um, but, uh, yeah, I-I'll miss that, and I'm not sure of how
I probably will get another dog, uh, probably within a week of him having to be put
down or something. You know, to me-[…]-um, because that company, that's having
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that unreserved love is an amazing feeling. And I haven't got the-the human
companionship but it has to be the-the-the-the pet kind of non-judgmental. (Charlie)

This should be explored in future research on maladaptive personality traits, focusing on the
impact of animals and pet-owner relationships in developing healthy connections based on
trust and unconditional love, which would then enable positive construing of and by the
self.

Freedom of Expression.
Participants discussed at length the impact that perceived judgement, difference and
hopelessness had, not only on the understanding of themselves and the world around them,
but also with the way they engaged with it.

Self-worth and self-confidence is important because it allows you to-to be you authentically
without feeling that you have to kind of appease people or appease society to kind
of fit in. Um, I'm-I'm saying that from experience because I-I didn't have a lot of selfconfidence. I didn't even have self-worth to be honest, and it took me a long time to
kind of, um, get to that point. I'm really actually even starting that journey myself of
understanding it.
Um, yeah, to be unapologetically me without having a fear of being judged by anybody. I
think that's what it is, to be able to stand in your own two feet and say, "I actually-- I
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love myself for who I am and I-I accept me for me. And I shouldn't have to worry
about what anybody else thinks.’’ (Andrea)

The last point from the above quote was shared by multiple participants, and shows the
negative effects (i.e., shame) of having to appease people or society by hiding one’s true
self.

Um, I, uh, definitely think that it's important. Um, I think when I was saying that, the
example that I was thinking maybe with regards to, um, my mental health. So, uh,
when I was- when I was 10, I was diagnosed with OCD. Um, so I was using CAMHS
services from then. Um, I was- I was, you know, advised by my parents to keep it
quiet and not tell anyone and them telling me that is an example that did-did kind of
send a message to me that it was shameful and I shouldn't tell other people. I
shouldn't be fully open and honest with other people in that sense about something
that was important about me. Um, so tha-that-that kind of example shows how
stigma, um, affected me and it took a long time for me to-to be able to be open
about these things, um, yeah. (Elle)

This is consistent with research from Ogata et al., (1990), who found that anticipation of
negative evaluations by others and feelings of alienation and difference are common for
those with a history of trauma and diagnosis of personality disorder. This is especially
important considering participants’ stories of rejection took place during their earlier
developmental stage, when a high value is place on group affiliation (Brown et al., 1986).
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Furthermore, this does not take into account issues of intersectionality (Walby et al., 2012)
and the significant impact of other perceived barriers to engagement and group belonging,
such as age, gender, trauma histories, personality difficulties and ethnicity (Hunter et al.,
2019). Hunter, et al. (2019) study also focused significantly on the matter of choice and the
importance of freedom of choice when working with service users, investing in relationships
with staff and the importance of offering service users choice within the service. Findings
from the present study suggested that freedom was in fact crucial towards enabling
participants to develop their own self-identity and make sense with others of their own
experiences. Hunter et al. (2019) suggested that the importance of having, and giving,
choice and control is paramount with regard to engagement with services. This is consistent
with findings from Laugharne and Priebe (2006), who found that providing choice within
healthcare settings resulted in higher levels of engagement, reducing drop-out rates and
improving outcomes, with patients eager to have personal input into their treatment.
Similarly, findings from the present study give strong support to making service users an
integral part of their own treatment (Hunter et al., 2019).

Acceptance vs Rejection.

Findings from Hunter et al. (2019) showed how one of the main barriers to engagement was
related to the perception that others – peers, family, staff – would negatively judge
participants for engaging with services. All participants reported the fundamental
importance of not having to adapt oneself to ‘fit in’ a specific group or service, emphasising
the relevance of authenticity as a catalyst to enabling a healthier construction of the self.
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Indeed, the feeling of having to appease people or society by hiding characteristics of the
self-fostered feelings of shame and isolation which, in turn, can generate powerful emotions
in clients with personality traits. For example, findings from Cameron et al. (2020) on BPD
shows how shame can lead to experience affective instability, non-suicidal self-harm, and
suicidal behaviours. Participants disclosed how acceptance helped their own, internal
process of self-acceptance and understanding of their own reality.

I think if you understand why-why things happen and why or why you do something, um, if
you can understand that, and it's-it's reasoned out for you. It's explained to you, it's
almost an acceptance of yourself then. And if- you're not that some freak who's, you
know, flying off the handle for the wrong reason. You actually react like this because
of, you know, your past trauma or, you know, part- is part of the diagnosis. Um, you
know, you're-you're not- you're not mad, or someone once said to me. (Charlie)

On the opposite end of the spectrum, rejection and lack of inclusion led to a lack of
connectedness, impeding growth and keeping the individual in a disadvantaged position by
being unable to engage in the intersubjective process.

So, London, being anonymous, not being looked at, not being judged, from the place that I
did come from in Glasgow, I was very judged and I had a lot of tags put on me. You
know, like, um, ex-con, madwoman, everything, you know. I had a lot of labels
attached to me, where people judge me by their looks, their body language or
shouting things at me. So, no, London, for me, was anonymous. It was a good place
for me to be. It always is, it still is. And I feel more at home here and-and, you know,
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and it's been 40-41 years, two years now. Yeah, this is my place. I feel safer than at
home. […]
Well, when you're judged, that's-that's a serious blow. Serious blow in your psy-psychic, you
know, because you start to feel-- you start to want to feel to curl up inside yourself.
And these labels that follow you, they're-they're r-really, really h-horrible labels to-to
work with.
[…]
You know, we can't judge each other. None of us, even the best of us, but still, we, as
human beings, we do that. It's a part of who we are. The importance of not judging is
to-is to help you to-to grow and not to keep you down. To me, that it is-- well,
judging is a terrible thing that we do to each other as human beings. (Fiona)

This is where indications from Hunter et al. (2019) on how to overcome barriers in
engagement become important. These include emphasising the role of peer
encouragement, crucial towards enabling access to services and developing feelings of
acceptance within the individual’s identity; due to shared experiences and views, peers can
provide judgement-free support, an understanding which is different from that of
professionals, whilst demonstrating that positive standards are not unobtainable (Devilly et
al., 2005; Memon et al., 2016).

Growth and Empowerment through Helping Others.
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Participants emphasised the importance of growth and development in their ability to
connect with others, as progress was perceived as fostering participant’s self-identity. The
ability and opportunity to connect with others was also a pivotal element in removing the
barrier of rigidity within oneself and being able to achieve self-development through
understanding the perspective of others.

Yeah. So if you can't, I think it's important to be able to see the perspectives of others, um,
because that's a tricky question. [laughs] I think when you can't see the perspective
of other people, things can become very definite and, um, black-black and white
and-and-and very rigid, um, and that causes- can cause distress and, um, I guess like,
uh, being-being static in-in where you are in relation to yourself and other people.
Um, if you can understand other people's perspective, you learn what-what is going
on for other people, um, and it might help to understand why they behave in a
certain way and how that affects you, um, and be curious about that. (Elle)

Although this could be considered within the wider context of a feeling of group belonging,
it also appears to be related to the concepts of ‘agency’ and ‘position exchange’ detailed by
Gillespie (2005, 2006). Position exchange assumes that social life is structured in terms of
different yet complementary social positions which arise through social interactions. To
explain this Gillespie gives the example of smiling. Smiling at someone creates the social
positions of smiling and being smiled at, whilst observing the smile is the complementary
social position to smiling (Gillespie, 2012). The author clarifies how ‘position exchange’ and
complying with or resisting to the complementary social positions, intertwines the
perspectives in the process of intersubjectivity. This enables the individual to transcend
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their own immediate embeddedness in a given situation, and to either absorb the
perspective of others into their own or identifying with others, and thus act on their behalf.
This is a highly social model of agency, based in social interaction, but it does not collapse
the individual’s agency into the social as so often occurs with social constructionist theories
(Gillespie, 2007, 2012). Consistently with this standpoint, participants reported construing
self-understanding with the social context, focusing on the power to also influence that
social context. In fact, participant quotes focused on responsibility suggest the importance
for participants to make sense of their reality by being an integral, active part of making
sense with others, achieving learning and self-empowerment. As such, agency becomes the
process through which the ‘making sense with’ actually happens.

Responsibility is important, um, because that's really is-- um, um, it's a very-- it's a very
mature thing to, um, acknowledge because it-it may-- it may hold-- I don't have
wording. It enables you to be accountable for the actions that you make, and be
mindful and conscious of what you are actually doing and your intentions behind
what you're doing also. (Andrea)

I strive my wellness is on helping people. […] That's my wellness, by helping others. Um, I
mean, I nurse as well. Tha-that's-- Nursing is always good. Nursing is part of it, a team.
(Charlie)
Interestingly, a number of participants focused this process on the concept of
‘competitiveness’ or being able to ‘compete’.
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I think it's just-it was just in my nature. I wanted to be good. I wanted to be good at
something and I wanted to be the best. […] To win. But, you know, you don't always
win, but it was a good-- And so, I think-I think it was a good tool I had in my mind. It's
kept me going to date, that competition is good for me. I like it. I thrive on it a lot,
you know, to-to be the best that I can. Well, you don't always win, but just doing the
best that I could, that was important to me because it made me feel good. It made
me feel human, [giggles] you know? (Fiona)

Gilbert (2014) suggests this is an approach that generates slowly dissolving
interconnectedness; at such, it is hard to establish whether competitiveness is a way for
individuals with personality traits to actually make sense with others, or whether it is a
process that can undo established connections in an effort to maintain own selfdetermination. This is perhaps a concept that future research could explore, by investigating
the perception and role of competitiveness in individuals with personality traits.

5. Conclusion
The present study adds to the literature on intersubjectivity, connectedness and personality
disorder by considering how patients with a diagnosis of personality disorder describe and
experience connectedness and associated concerns. It has explored issues of safety and
trust, alongside the processes through which individuals make sense with others, answering
the first two research questions on how patients diagnosed with personality disorder
describe and express connectedness.
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With regard to the last research question on the efficacy of PCT in exploring the
development and expression of connectedness in participants, the findings discussed above
suggest that identified themes are consistent with other work on connectedness,
intersubjectivity and/or personality traits. Similarly, this has indicated patterns congruent
with issues of alienation and judgement discussed by Hunter et al. (2019), alongside the
importance of peer encouragement and engagement towards the development of positive
self-identities for participants. Craggs and Kelly’s (2018) work, similarly to the present study,
was able to identify issues of belonging and intersubjectivity, alongside acceptance of
individual identity and safety/security. This is consistent with findings from other thematic
analysis research on personality disorder (e.g., Naismith et al., 2019) showing how the lack
of safety and self-acceptance can lead to personality disorder presentations including
experiencing significant difficulties in receiving and giving compassion. Finally, the identified
superordinate theme of ‘making sense with’ further solidifies findings by Needs (2020) and
the importance for individuals to make sense of the wider social context around them.

Hopefully, the present study is perceived to have addressed Little’s (1987) challenge that
psychologists using PCT should consider the nature of social elements, as well as the nature
of relationships between elements (Horley, 2009) by having a stringent focus on the
intersubjective process and to how this has led to the construction of reality by the
participants. The present study shows the validity of Horley‘s (2009) standpoint, by showing
that social power is not simply the ability to alter other individuals’ constructs and create a
new reality (Rowe, 1994) but it involves our ability as humans to make sense with the
environmental context around us; and to be aware of how our own sense of agency is
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influenced by and influences the social process humans are involved in, addressing the way
society inﬂuences the development of constructs (Burkitt, 1996) through the process of
position exchange (Gillespie, 2012). It is hoped that this study is a part of new exciting
developments for PCT, specifically the social psychological PCT concepts advocated by
Horley (2009). Building on Kelly’s ‘sociality corollary’, concerned with enacting social roles
through ‘construing the construction processes’ of others, there is a need for further
investigations to help understand the emergence of construing from our interactions with
others, especially when issues such as mental disorders are taken into account.

5.1 Limitations and future research

Best-practice guidelines for qualitative research were followed to increase trustworthiness
of the present study; nevertheless, due to time and resource constraints, the researcher
was unable to take in consideration other avenues of research, such as group interviews
which may have supported further discussions through clients scaffolding and triggering one
another's ideas (Naismith et al., 2019).

There are several methodological limitations of the present study. Firstly, participants who
chose to take part in the study may have had particular characteristics associated with being
willing to talk about their experiences. By being in therapy, or having gone through
therapeutic intervention, participants could have been in a particular stage of recovery,
which encourages reflection. This is especially relevant considering that a majority of
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participants were diagnosed with BPD, and that those diagnosed with the condition who
remain in treatment differ from those who do not (Banerjee, Gibbon, & Huband, 2009).

Secondly, the validity of the data must be considered in light of the methodology used. In
particular, it is important to consider possible ways in which interviewer characteristics may
have impacted on the interview. For example, the researcher being a male might have
impacted the ability of female participants to explore issues of connectedness related to
trauma and abuse from men. Thirdly, the study focused on a small number of participants.
As such, it can be argued that the study only provides an initial insight into how PCT can
help us explore connectedness in personality disorder presentations. Furthermore, the
sample having a predominantly primary diagnosis of BPD, affects generalisability to other
personality disorder diagnoses, especially how an unstable sense of self is found to be
associated with the condition (Katsakou & Pistrang, 2018).

In summary, considering these limitations, caution should be exercised before generalising
these findings to the wider population of individuals diagnosed with maladaptive
personality traits. Certainly, the present study can give but a glimpse into the world of how
presentations of personality disorder experience connectedness; nevertheless, its findings
on the importance of trust, safety, and the intersubjective process, do suggest that further
research on PCT and personality disorder, perhaps in a quantitative form, perhaps by using
the associated methodology with PCT, namely ‘repertory grid technique’ (see Blagden et al.,
2014). This could allow us to have a better understanding of how PCT can help individuals
with personality traits towards a process that can lead to more positive construing of and by
the self and the wider world that surrounds them.
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Study 2 - Intersubjective processes in personality disorder: a systematic review
of qualitative studies
Word Count: 11948
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6. Abstract

Present research on personality disorder and attachment is shown to have focused on
issues surrounding the recovery and treatment process or, alternatively, on individuals’
experience of a single phenomenon, such as self-harm. Less attention has been given to
intersubjective processes taking place in the therapy room, more broadly in social
relationships, and how this affect constructions of reality and issues of identity.
The present systematic review aimed at identifying findings in qualitative literature on the
processes that individuals diagnosed with personal disorder recognise in their relationships
and social connections, and their consistency with results from study one of the present
doctoral project.
A total of ten qualitative studies were reviewed following a systematic search of existing
literature, guided by specific inclusion/exclusion criteria and taking place in a variety of
settings. Participants were male and female patients diagnosed with personality disorder;
diagnoses included unspecified personality disorders, avoidant personality disorder and
borderline personality disorder (BPD). Common themes were identified across findings of
reviewed studies using qualitative methodology, highlighting issues of belonging and
identity: these were further divided in subthemes surrounding safety and trust,
connectedness, therapeutic value, and purpose.
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The strengths of the present research, namely the inclusion of a variety of social settings
and wider personality disorder presentations, were considered in the light of limitations
such as susceptibility to bias. Finally, the relevance of this first qualitative systematic review
on the intersubjective processes taking place in relationships and attachments in personality
disorder presentations, is evaluated for its implications for clinical practice and research.

7. Introduction

Individuals with a diagnosis of personality disorder are characterised by emotional trauma,
abusive early life experiences, and attachment difficulties (Johnson et al., 1999). As such,
they face stigma and discrimination, being repeatedly excluded from services due to the
perceived complexity of therapeutically engaging them, further compounded by the
perceived relational challenges associated with the diagnosis and the lack of clear guidance
for professional engagement (Bradbury, 2016; National Institute for Mental Health [NIMH],
2003). Considering how 65% of the prison population have been found to have a
diagnosable personality disorder (Fazel & Danesh, 2002), it becomes important to bridge
this gap and find a way to better relate to personality disordered individuals, whether as a
member of the community, a therapist, a friend or a relative.

Especially when considering therapy, psychologists have to consider that, when
unacknowledged, traumatic experiences can contribute to severe mental health conditions
(van Nierop et al., 2015; Ashton et al., 2016), violent behaviours such as aggression (Widom
& Wilson, 2015), poor attachment strategies and challenges in creating and fostering
positive interpersonal relations (Cloitre et al., 2005; McKechnie, 2015). The establishment of
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mutually trusting relationships has been found to be more important than therapeutic
approaches, empowering changes in behaviour and personal attitudes (Council of Europe,
2017). This can also be seen in effective custodial management, where prison officers’
engagement with prisoners can encourage and empower them to address criminogenic
beliefs, offering hope and positive models (National Offender Management Service [NOMS],
2015). Additionally, supportive relationship models have been found to influence in a
positive way the individual’s feeling of anxiety and depression, with more punitive
approaches being linked to perceptions of injustice, negatively impacting anxiety
management (Morash et al., 2014). For instance, Appleton (2010) found that women on
“life licences” (namely supervision while in custody or on probation for the remaining of
their lives) identified reliability, support, encouragement and the use of a non-judgmental
style as fundamental positive staff factors.

As can be seen, such factors are similar to findings from study one of this doctoral thesis.
Indeed, reflections on reliability, encouragement and feelings of acceptance were found to
be fundamental factors in the development (or significant consequences) of connectedness.
Having explored such dimensions and their importance in the intersubjective process
through PCT (Kelly, 1955), the researcher aimed at understanding how results from study
one compare with similar work on personality disorder, relationships and attachments,
notably how identified themes in the first part of this thesis resonate with those identified
through other methodology and what additional insights could emerge.

7.1 The focus on treatment and recovery
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Qualitative research on personality disorder has been centred around experiences of
treatment and recovery. For instance, a meta-synthesis of qualitative studies from Katsakou
and Pistrang (2018) reviewed fourteen qualitative studies on patients’ experiences of
treatment for borderline personality disorder (BPD) and perceptions of their own recovery.
Studies were reviewed using the Critical Appraisal Skills Programme (CASP, 2002), which is a
tool used to facilitate the process of appraising the methodological quality and limitations of
studies included in qualitative systematic reviews. The authors analysed their findings
through a thematic analysis approach (Braun & Clarke, 2006), identifying ten themes across
three domains, namely ‘areas of change’, ‘unhelpful and helpful characteristics of
treatment’ and ‘nature of change’. Interestingly, some subthemes within the study are
related to the importance of self-acceptance and relationship with others and feelings of
equality, safety, containment and respect within the treatment process. These seem closely
related to the present researcher’s own findings in study one. However, Katsakou and
Pistrang’s (2018) discussion is mostly focused on how adoption of such characteristics might
bring better therapeutic outcomes, which are indeed the centre of their work. Nevertheless,
findings from study one suggest that such themes should not be considered independently
from each other but should rather take into account how they all relate. For instance, how
‘new ways of relating to others’ (theme 1.2) can impact ‘taking control of emotions and
thoughts’ (theme 1.3) and feelings of ‘self-acceptance and self-confidence’ (theme 1.1).
Similarly, feeling of ‘safety’ (theme 2.1) and ‘being cared for and respected ‘theme 2.2) were
also found, alongside the importance that the therapeutic outcome plays towards the
attainment of ‘achievements’ (theme 3.3), echoing discussions on agency and purpose.
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We are reminded of Gillespie and Cornish’s (2010) suggestion that the focus of research
should be on the analysis of the individual’s relationships with others, and specifically how
given an individual is intersubjectively shaped out of social relations and discourses. It is
important for the therapeutic process to acknowledge the position of the individual within
the group (inviting self-reflection on the individual’s position within the context of social
perspectives) and the group within the individual (as the collection of social perceptions
reflected through the person’s subjective experience). While acknowledging the importance
of relationships in the context of research, studies have explored the contribution of a
variety of approaches on the care of people with maladaptive personality traits, such as
Choi’s (2018) literature review on family systemic approaches; others have instead reviewed
specific aspects of the therapeutic rapport, such as time shared together (Jones et al., 2021).
These qualitative analyses, albeit pivotal in identifying scope for improvement for
therapeutic approaches, did not focus on the way relationships shape and influence the
individual, and the salient factors or themes that explore how individuals with personality
traits function within a group and achieve identity within it, overlooking the importance of
the intersubjective process in shaping the person (Gillespie & Cornish, 2010).

7.2 The focus on the individual’s experience

Similar reflections can be shared for research that has focused mostly on the individual and
their own subjective experience. For instance, Morris et al. (2015) studied narratives
surrounding emotions and self-harming in eight patients diagnosed with borderline
personality traits (seven women and one man), exploring the context in which individuals’
narratives of emotional experience and self-harm developed. These generated five themes,
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of which two are of particular note. ‘Seen and not heard’ was a theme in which participants
described feeling unheard or unvalidated in their childhood, especially by adults supposed
to represent carers, leading to hiding feelings and suppressing emotions. A second theme, ‘a
different world’, pointed towards feelings of difference and distance from the rest of society
in terms of emotional experience and self-harm, leading to further isolation to avoid the
judgement of others. Crucially even in studies such as this, focused on exploring the
narratives of service users with personality disorder, themes emerged that point us towards
the importance of relationships and attachments in shaping the reality of individuals. The
two themes mentioned above describe factors such as lack of validation and isolation.
Nevertheless, the focus of Morris et al.’s (2015) work was not on relationships themselves,
and a majority of the identified themes are related to individual narratives of self-harm,
thus excluding it from the present systematic review.

Conversely, other research has focused on specific relationships or attachments, and the
impact they have had on the identity and experiences of individuals diagnosed with
personality disorder. Lumsden et al. (2018) for instance explored the experiences of fathers
diagnosed with BPD, whereas Geerling et al. (2019) investigated the impact of infant crying
on mothers with a BPD diagnosis. Arguably both studies could have been included in the
present systematic review, as they explore the experience of parenthood and the impact it
had on participants, emotionally and cognitively. In fact, some themes even echo findings
from study one: Lumsden et al. (2018) superordinate theme on ‘the transformative nature
of becoming a father’ for instance explores how a child’s achievements could spark a
parallel process for the parent, leading to increased self-esteem, similarly to the finding of
‘growth and empowerment through helping others’. In Geerling et al. (2019) work, other
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similarities can be seen in their theme of ‘fragile beginnings’ which points towards issues of
intergenerational trauma connected to later severe attachment problems, showing how
those traumatic events shaped the reality construed by participants and influenced their
relationship with their children. Unfortunately, although both studies included themes
reflecting on relationships and their impact in shaping participants’ identity, not all were
related to the research purposes, rightfully focusing on perceptions and reflections on the
experiences of fatherhood and motherhood respectively. Again, research papers
concentrating on specific aspects of a participant’s narrative and/or perception of reality,
could not be included in the present review, due to its exploration being dedicated
exclusively on the processes behind relationships and attachments.

Shepherd et al. (2017) reflected on the importance of understanding personal recovery in
personality disorder as the product of complex relational process between the individual
and the society around them, including professionals. Shepherd et al. (2016) had previously
explored this concept by investigating how personal recovery in personality disorder is
revealed as a complex process reflecting both personal and social experiences or desires.
Findings from their work showed the importance for therapeutic approaches to work closely
with individuals and to develop an understanding of both their social experience and
networks. As the authors concluded that taking in greater account the social context in the
recovery process is necessary, it became imperative for the present meta-synthesis to
adequately explore the themes identified in qualitative research examining social processes.

7.3 The need for focus on intersubjective processes
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Researchers should consider some of the points expressed in study one of the current
doctoral research, specifically focused on the importance of intersubjectivity and the
sharing of subjective perspectives (Gillespie & Cornish, 2010; Scheff et al, 2006). Humans
can be recognised as being intersubjectively influenced out of social relations and
discourses; as such, groups and institutions need to be re-conceptualised, in that what
forms them into a group or society is not similarity, but rather the way and extent to which
members’ experiences and perceptions are understood and shared by one another
(Gillespie & Cornish, 2010). For instance, the work of Lumsden et al. (2018) and Geerling et
al. (2019) explored the individual within the group ‘parenthood’ (soliciting self-reflection on
the individual’s position within the context of the parent-child relationship) and only
partially on the group within the individual (the collection of social perceptions reflected
through the person’s subjective experience). Research needs therefore to refocus on De
Jaegher et al. (2010) observation on ‘making sense with’ people rather than solely on
‘making sense of’ them. It must be acknowledged that scepticism has surrounded
intersubjectivity, as Bohleber (2013) reports it being described as an ‘abstract principle’
rather than a ‘psychological phenomenon’. Although this could prompt questions over
whether intersubjectivity can be observed through one-to-one interviews, Tschacher et al.’s
(2018) research on the social present, namely the experience of the present that is
“experienced when it is co-created and shared with someone” (Stern, 2004, p. 4), found
connections to openness and attachment even in individuals higher avoidant attachment,
and lower narcissistic interpersonal styles, echoing insights from psychotherapy research on
therapeutic presence. According to the authors, intersubjectivity can be seen as a process
emerging from the interactions between components of a system, such as a therapeutic
dyad, where meaning-making processes can take place.
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Interestingly, a large amount of research has focused on narratives of individuals diagnosed
with personality disorder (e.g., Lind, 2021; Morris et al., 2015; Paris et al., 2014; Sagan,
2020; Sajjadi et al., 2021). This is important, considering Kougiali et al. (2019) have found
that narratives can be defined ‘tools of meaning-making’ and that they have a significant
impact on offender desistance; notably, Maruna (2001) has focused on studying how
identity reconstruction in the field of offender rehabilitation happens through narrative.
Certainly, when considering the offending population, it must be acknowledged that
inclination to participate in the process is an essential factor in order to achieve successful
rehabilitation; indeed, the process of identity re-conceptualisation is a dynamic process
(Jenkins, 2014), with the development of a new identity requiring the individual to shift
from avoidance or denial surrounding the behaviour, in order to engage in the process of
acceptance. Offenders, particularly those involved in interpersonal violence, who engage in
renewed, prosocial meaning-making activities, are more likely to desist from reoffending
and have shown positive outcomes (Maruna, 2001; McAdams et al., 1997; Stavrova &
Luhmann, 2016; Wright et al., 2007). As such, academics (e.g., Presser, 2009; Youngs &
Canter, 2012) argue that the exploration of the narratives of offenders can enrich our
understanding of violent offending and support their engagement in meaning-making
processes. Maruna (2001) found that narratives of persistent offenders focused mainly on
what prevented desistance from crime, focusing on hopelessness and externalisation of
blame. Conversely, offenders who had successfully desisted from crime successfully
transformed their previous experiences and identities, through hope and agency, which
empowered their willingness to have a positive impact in their community (Maruna, 2001).
Once again, considering work of Gillespie (2012) previously mentioned, it is through social
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interactions that individuals operate and make sense with others of their lives and realities.
This is also relevant in therapeutic settings, as Salvatore et al. (2010) argue that the
development of meaning is a dynamic, constantly evolving process resulting from the
intersubjective space between client and therapist.

In light of the prevalence of personality disorder presentations within our criminal justice
system, it is imperative that we explore how the intersubjective processes in social
interactions are perceived by patients and/or offenders. This will allow us to have a better
understanding of how to engage service users with these presentations, appreciating how
social relations have influenced their constructs of reality and making sense with them of
their experiences (De Jaegher et al., 2010) and achieve positive outcomes such as desistance
from reoffending (Maruna, 2001; McNeill & Weaver, 2010).

7.4 The need for a systematic review

Study one’s findings described themes surrounding constructs of connectedness in
participants with personality disorder. The present study was devised to explore whether
similar themes emerge when considering the wider literature on personality disorder,
relationships and attachments. This could validate findings from study one, or conversely
show alternative themes to be explored in later research. Although it would be questionable
to suggest that qualitative studies in systematic reviews provide concrete evidence of
effectiveness of policies or interventions (Dixon-Woods et al., 2001), researchers
acknowledge that such work can support the production of rich data on interventions,
providing more clarity on effects and characteristics (Campbell Collaboration, 2019).
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Existing meta-syntheses on personality disorder, such as Shepherd et al.’s (2016), reviewed
current qualitative literature on personal recovery in personality disorder. This identified
superordinate themes surrounding safety and containment as a prerequisite to recovery,
social networks and autonomy in the recovery process and identity construction as a
process of change (Shepherd et al., 2016). The authors emphasise how findings have
implications for clinical practice, highlighting the importance of working closely with
personality disordered individuals to develop an understanding of their social experience
and networks. Although not a focus of their research, again this points towards the
importance of needing a better understanding of intersubjective processes within
individuals (Gillespie & Cornish, 2010), including exploring what processes enable them to
make sense of their experiences with others (De Jaegher et al., 2010). Indeed, research on
personal recovery of individuals with mental health needs highlights themes of
connectedness, hope, identity, meaning, empowerment and spirituality (Leamy et al., 2011).
Although the framework devised by Leamy et al. (2011) emerged from the exploration of
recovery narratives considering a variety of mental disorder diagnoses, it does not focus
specifically on the experiences of those diagnosed with personality disorder, a presentation
where the same themes may have been chronically influenced (Shepherd et al., 2016).

Clinically, this reflection is crucial, due to longitudinal studies showing that while symptom
remission occurs relatively commonly in borderline personality disorder (BPD) longer term
recovery, it is rarer when considering psychosocial functioning (Zanarini et al., 2012).
Furthermore, understanding the preferences of individuals with mental health needs is
essential, due partly to a body of evidence showing that frequently used measures of clinical
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outcome often do not match with the individual expectations of mental health service users
(Shepherd et al., 2016; Andresen et al., 2010). Using similar methodology to Shepherd et al.
(2016), the present study explores qualitative studies on personality disorder and social
relations. This would address the argument of Andresen et al. (2010), by exploring themes
emerging on social experiences, networks and attachments in qualitative personality
disorder research, while also following Shepherd et al.’s (2016) argument concerning the
need for research to take into account the social context. Work from Wilmot and McMurran
(2013, 2016) is of particular relevance in this regard, as it shows that forensic patients with
primary diagnoses of personality disorder perceived therapeutic interactions as being very
important, but seldomly cited specific therapeutic intervention techniques; conversely
greater emphasis was placed on their wider interpersonal environment, suggesting that
research and practice should focus on the effects of interpersonal interactions and
attachments on therapeutic change processes with this population.

7.5 Research questions

As for the first part of this doctoral thesis, the present study did not focus on one specific
personality disorder. This was to expand the reach of the search and illustrate findings from
as a wide a sample as possible. For the purposes of this review, exactly as in Shepherd et al.
(2016) the term ‘personality disorder’ was used in place of any specific diagnostic term, due
to concerns raised regarding existing classification systems and proposed changes to future
classification (Frances & Nardo, 2013; Tyrer et al., 2015).
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In light of the body evidence described this far, the present study will aim to address three
main research questions:

1. What are the findings of qualitative literature on the processes that individuals
diagnosed with personal disorder recognise in their relationships and social
connections?
2. What themes has qualitative literature identified in how individuals diagnosed with
personal disorder on the development of these connections?
3. How consistent are findings from the above research questions with results from
study one?

The present researcher aimed at answering all three of these questions by conducting a
systematic review of qualitative literature, inspired by previous similar work from Katsakou
and Pistrang (2018) and Shepherd et al. (2016).

8. Method

A systematic review of qualitative studies was completed following the guidance on
systematic reviews provided by the Campbell Collaboration (2019), a non-profit
organisation that promotes evidence-based research through the dissemination of
systematic reviews on the identification and evaluation of interventions and policies.

8.1 Systematic search strategy
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An electronic search strategy was adopted in order to identify studies suitable for the
review. The following databases were accessed: EBSCO Discovery (full access through
University of Portsmouth library); Medline; PsycINFO; SAGE publications; Google Scholar.
Search filters were applied and only articles published in peer reviewed journals were
identified for further review. In order to maximise the available literature and to ensure that
all relevant publications and papers were reviewed, searches were performed in the
Cochrane Library and the Campbell Collaboration (2019) databases for relevant published
systematic reviews. A combination of the following keywords was used to perform searches:
personality AND (disorder OR traits) AND (relationships OR interactions OR experiences OR
attachment OR society OR community).

8.2 Study Selection and Article Identification

Identified studies were reviewed according to specific inclusion and exclusion criteria. With
the systematic review criteria expected to include a large number of studies, due to the
copious amount of research on relationships and attachments, it was important to restrict
the focus of the review on the experiences of patients diagnosed with maladaptive
personality traits, as defined in the diagnosis of personality disorder established in DMS-V
(American Psychological Association, APA, 2013) or ICD-10 (World Health Organisation,
2004).

Only studies in the English language were included in the systematic review, in order to
avoid any potential error in erroneously translating foreign languages studies. Nevertheless,
no geographical restriction was applied to included studies, in order to increase
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generalisability of the findings to a wider sample. No restriction on the sample size in terms
of gender was applied, although restrictions in terms of age were used, to ensure that an
adult only sample of participants would be taken into consideration.

Exclusion criteria were also adopted in the review. Firstly, as highlighted above, considering
Siddaway et al. (2019) observations that systematic reviews should be able to provide
implications for policy and practice, it was decided that research criteria for this systematic
review should be limited to studies published between 2010-2021 to ensure that the most
recent studies were reviewed, in accordance with the most recent developments in the
policies of the health care and criminal justice system. Furthermore, these dates would
allow me to focus on the diagnosis of personality disorder as defined by the most current
versions of DSM-V (APA, 2013) and ICD-10 (WHO, 2019). Quantitative research was
excluded due to not being able to provide a richness of data relevant to understanding the
themes present in relationships and bonds established by participants diagnosed with
personality disorder. Literature focusing only on the experience of carers, nurses or doctors,
and their experience of engaging patients was also excluded, due to not allowing an
adequate exploration of the patients’ own experience, thus not answering the present
study’s clinical question. Similarly, studies where there was no presentation of service user
experience (e.g., by not providing access to primary source material through quotation)
were excluded. Literature related solely to evaluating the experience of recovery and
treatment would also be excluded; as highlighted in the introduction, this would shift the
focus away from our interest in the nature of relationships and attachments in individuals
diagnosed with personality traits. Similarly, studies focusing exclusively on the individual’s
experience, and not exploring the nature and complexities of their relationship with others,
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would also be excluded. Finally, literature relating solely to substance use disorder was
excluded, as not pertaining to the current study’s goals.

This search strategy produced a total of 5107 results in the initial searches across the seven
databases. Findings were imported into electronic reference manager software Papers 3 for
Apple macOS11 (www.papersapp.com), which allowed for the removal of duplicate
material. This removed a total of 2919 studies. Following further review, 61 duplicates were
identified and removed, bringing the total number of studies to 2127. A review of titles and
abstracts allowed exclusion of identified papers that were irrelevant for the purpose of the
wider search strategy. Similarly, editorial and opinion commentary pieces were identified
and removed. Full-text versions of remaining hits were obtained, and reference lists were
reviewed to broaden the search strategy. A total of 72 studies were identified following this
first reviewing process.

The second screening of the studies was performed against the inclusion and exclusion
criteria described above. A further 47 studies were identified and excluded as a result of this
process: 16 studies were excluded due to being focused predominantly on the experience of
practitioners and clinicians; 14 explored issues of substance misuse; 11 studies did not use a
formal diagnosis of personality disorder as their inclusion criteria; six publications were
excluded due to using a quantitative method of analysis.

A third and final screening of the 25 remaining studies was conducted, by reviewing the full
text material led to the exclusion of 15 of these: seven studies focused on individual
experiences, such as self-harming (Morris et al., 2015), not strictly to relationships and
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attachments; five studies focused predominantly on the relevance of the relationships on
treatment efficacy, rather than exploring the relationships between patients and therapists
(e.g., McCusker et al., 2018); two studies used a mixed sample of participants, and were
excluded to avoid inclusion of quotes not relevant to personality disordered individuals
(e.g.,Browna & Völlm, 2016); finally, one study did not identify any themes in the reported
findings, and due to a restricted number of participant quotes, it was impossible to include
it in the wider review. Consequentially, a total number of ten studies suitable for the
purposes of the present systematic review were identified. See Figure 2 below for an
overview of the study selection process.
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Figure 2
Overview of study selection
Search returned 5107 results through
EBSCO Discovery; Medline; PsycINFO;
SAGE publications; and Google Scholar.
2980 duplicate studies
removed

2127 studies left after duplicate
screening

72 studies left after initial screening

•
•

25 studies reviewed against
inclusion/exclusion criteria

•
•

10 studies reviewed against
inclusion/exclusion criteria

2055 studies removed:
803 not on personality disorder
• 681 treatment evaluation
341 focused on clinician experience
• 230 quantitative

47 studies removed:
16 focused on clinician experience
• 14 substance misuse
11 no formal diagnosis of personality
disorder
• 6 quantitative analysis

15 studies removed:

• 7 focused on individual experiences
• 5 focused on treatment evaluation
• 2 mixed sample of participants
• 1 not enough qualitative material to be
included

10 studies reviewed against
inclusion/exclusion criteria and
included
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8.3 Study Quality Evaluation

A qualitative research checklist was adopted by the researcher to assess the quality of
identified studies. This was the Critical Appraisal Skills Programme (CASP, 2018) checklist, a
10-item tool designed to assess the methodological quality of selected papers for review.
This was selected due to its use in qualitative appraisals of evidence, including reviews
specifically on personality disorder previously mentioned in this study (e.g., Katsakou &
Pistrang, 2018; Shepherd et al., 2016). According to CASP (2018), study quality should be
evaluated in the light of three different factors (see appendix 5 for full list of questions
related to each section):

1. Are the study findings valid?
2. What are these findings?
3. Will these findings help locally?

According to the CASP (2018) identified criteria, the studies included in the present
systematic review presented with a good quality. No quality score was assigned in the
systematic review, as per CASP (2018) recommendations. One study (Sagan & Sochos, 2015)
scored ‘Cannot tell’ in question 4, due to a lack of clarity on the recruitment strategy and
participant selection process. One study (Ryan, Gordon & Gordon, 2019) scored a ‘Cannot
tell’ for question 7 due to being unable to determine whether all ethical issues had been
taken into consideration, and ‘No’ for question 6, due to the researchers not critically
examining their own role and any potential bias.
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8.4 Addressing research bias

Critically examining researcher bias is of course relevant to the present study as well. The
Campbell Collaboration (2019) guidance on systematic reviews recommends that
researchers devise a clear strategy in order to evaluate and address risk of bias. For the
present researcher, considering that study two took place after study one, it was important
to be aware of the risk of bias in the identification, presentation and interpretation of
findings. Risk in this regard was addressed by reviewing studies not limited to those known
to the researcher, and using a clear, systematic search strategy, alongside strict selection
and exclusion criteria. This proved to be effective: studies consulted in the first study of this
doctoral thesis were eventually removed for the systematic review in study two, due to not
fulfilling the research criteria relevant to the review question. Furthermore, strict standards
of study evaluation were adopted in order to evaluate the quality of the included studies.

8.5 Characteristics of included studies

The ten reviewed studies and their characteristics are presented in Table 4 below.
Table 4
Summary of systematic review study characteristics
Study

Participants

Settings

Data Collection

Data Analysis

Hayden-Evans,
Milbourn &
Netto (2018)

Eight participants,
six females, two
males; aged
between 18 and 65
years; diagnosis of
BPD

Community
Mental Health
service

Semi-structured
interviews

Interpretative
Phenomenological
Analysis

Bradbury
(2016)

Eight female
participants,
unspecified age;
BPD

Community
Mental Health
service

Semi-structured
interviews

Interpretative
Phenomenological
Analysis
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Study

Participants

Castillo,
Ramon &
Morant (2013)

Settings

Data Collection

Data Analysis

60 participants, 47 Community
females, 13 males; Mental Health
aged between 18
service
and 65; unspecified
personality
disorder

Focus groups
and semistructured
interviews

Thematic Analysis

Hunter, Craig
& Shaw (2019)

11 BAME male
participants; aged
between 19 and
21; unspecified
personality
disorder

Prison
establishment

Semi-structured
interviews

Thematic Analysis

Sagan &
Sochos (2016)

One female
participant with
BPD; unspecified
age

Community
Mental Health
service

Semi-structured
interviews

Interpretative
Phenomenological
Analysis

O’Meara,
Edwards &
Davies (2021)

13 female
participants (six
community; seven
in prison
establishment);
aged between 26
and 56; unspecified
personality
disorder

Probation
community
setting; Prison
establishment

Semi-structured
interviews

Interpretative
Phenomenological
Analysis &
Thematic Analysis

Sørensen,
Wilberg,
Berthelsen &
Råbu (2019)

15 participants,
nine females, six
males; aged
between 20 and
51; avoidant
personality
disorder

Outpatient
clinic

Semi-structured
interviews

Interpretative
Phenomenological
Analysis

Kverme,
Natvik, Veseth
& Moltu
(2019)

12 female
participants; aged
between 21 and
36; borderline
personality
disorder

Clinical
community
setting

Semi-structured
interviews

Thematic Analysis
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Study

Participants

Settings

Data Collection

Data Analysis

Ryan, Gordon
& Gordon
(2019)

Five male
participants; aged
between 32 and 66
years;

Probation
community
setting

Semi-structured
interviews

Grounded Theory

Sørensen,
Råbu, Wilberg
& Berthelsen
(2019)

15 participants,
nine females, six
males; aged
between 20 and
51; avoidant
personality
disorder

Outpatient
clinic

Semi-structured
interviews

Interpretative
Phenomenological
Analysis

8.6 Research Methodology
The studies included in the review adopted a variety of qualitative methods of data analysis:
five studies used Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis; three studies employed
thematic analysis; one study (O’Meara et al., 2021) adopted both interpretative
phenomenological and thematic analysis; one study (Ryan et al., 2019) used Grounded
Theory.

The primary method of data collection for all included studies was via individual interview
(nine studies), except for Castillo et al. (2013), who adopted a mix of both group and
individual data collection.

8.7 Research Setting

The ten studies took place in uncontrolled, natural, and context specific settings. Eight
studies took place in a community setting: five took place in community mental health
services; research by Sørensen, Wilberg et al. (2019), and Sørensen, Råbu, et al. (2019), took
place in Norwegian outpatient clinics; one study (Ryan et al., 2019) took place in Intensive
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Intervention and Risk Management Service (IIRMS)/Offender Personality Disorder (OPD)
pathway services. One study (Hunter et al., 2019) took place in a mainstream prison
establishment. One study (O’Meara et al., 2021) split their sample between Probation
community services (6 participants) and mainstream prison establishment (7 participants).

8.8 Participant Characteristics

Taking into consideration all of the studies, the present review takes into account the
narratives and experiences of a total of 148 participants, of which 105 were female and 43
male. 30 participants were diagnosed with avoidant personality disorder, 29 with borderline
personality disorder and 89 with an unspecified personality disorder.

8.9 Thematic Analysis

The Campbell Collaboration (2019) and Cochrane Library support qualitative systematic
reviews, stating that they provide a comprehensive understanding of the phenomenon
under investigation. Although their contribution to scientific knowledge and understanding
of a determined field is acknowledged and identified as critical, Dixon-Woods et al. (2001)
warn researchers that qualitative data analysis is a challenging task requiring careful
consideration.

The present systematic review adopted a thematic analysis based on guidance by the
Cochrane group on qualitative meta-syntheses (Noyes & Lewin, 2011), rather than a more
interpretative meta-synthesis approach, in order to maintain consistency with study one
methodology. Furthermore, the goal of the present systematic review was to explore the
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range of views expressed by participants diagnosed with personality disorder on the themes
identified in their relationships and social attachments, rather than to develop a more
interpretative explanatory theory. As such, a thematic analysis approach was deemed
suitable to satisfy the research questions.

The text included in the results section of the identified, suitable works of research, was
treated as data for the current review. Similarly, their topics were examined for their
relevance in the light of the research questions of the present review. The thematic analysis
looked beyond the constructs within the single published papers, such as categories,
themes and subthemes, given by the study authors. This was done as some themes were
not relevant to the concepts of relationships and social attachment. This resulted in all
relevant material, regardless of how it was labelled in the studies, being synthesised in
order to identify common ideas (themes) across reviewed studies. Nevertheless, the labels
attached to relevant subthemes by specific studies were maintained in the process of
forming new superordinate themes and subthemes, in order to give transparency to the
review process. The researcher employed the six phases of thematic analysis recommended
by Braun and Clarke (2006) for primary qualitative research:

•

Phase 1 involved a process of familiarisation with data for the researcher, consisting
in repeatedly reading the results sections of the existing papers, exploring meanings
and identifying common topics.

•

Phase 2 involved the generation of initial codes that could summarise the main ideas
and topics in each study.
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Phase 3 consisted in comparing, contrasting and combining the generated codes
across studies to form superordinate themes and relevant subthemes consistent
with the reviewed studies’ own subthemes.

•

Phase 4 included a review of the emerging superordinate themes and subthemes, in
order to further refine and develop these.

•

Phase 5 involved the refinement of the label of each overarching theme and
subtheme, completing the process of identifying their inter-relationship.

•

Phase 6, finally, involved writing up the meta-synthesis itself, which was a dynamic
process that allowed further reflection and refining of identified themes. The
analysis process and the emerging codes, superordinate themes and relevant
subthemes at each phase was shared, discussed and refined in collaboration with
the research supervisor.

Identified themes and their collection in superordinate and subthemes can be seen in Figure
3 below.
Figure 3
Superordinate and subordinate themes identified in systematic review

Intersubjective Processes in
Personality Disorder
Super-ordinate
Theme:
Belonging

Subordinate Theme:
Safety and Trust

Subordinate Theme:
Connectedness

Super-ordinate
Theme:
Identity

Subordinate Theme:
Therapeutic Value

Subordinate
Theme:
Purpose
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9. Integrated Results and Discussion

Findings from the systematic review pointed towards two superordinate themes, which the
researcher labelled ‘belonging’ and ‘identity’. These were each further broken down into
two sub-themes: ‘safety and trust’ and ‘connectedness’; ‘therapeutic value’ and ‘purpose’.
Participant quotes relevant to the superordinate and subordinate themes are presented,
illustrating the relevance of the themes in answering the research questions and reflecting
on congruence with previous qualitative research on personality disorder.

9.1 Belonging

I labelled this superordinate theme as ‘belonging’, due to subordinate themes being related
to the process of integration in society and in personal relationships. This superordinate
theme was composed by two main subthemes. One concerns safety and trust, conditions
found to be pivotal in the development of positive relational models, whether in the society
or in the therapeutic room. The other refers to connectedness which, as argued in study one
of the present research, is the sense of belonging experienced by individuals with
themselves, their closer interpersonal relationships and with the wider community
surrounding them.

Safety and Trust.

This theme reflects quotes from study participants focusing on the importance of trust in
those with whom they have therapeutic rapport, and more broadly in their social
relationships. In Bradbury (2016), ‘trust’ is further broken down in different parts, such as its
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early stages, its development and its loss. When exploring the ability to trust and its role in
therapeutic relationship, her participant Fiona states:

..my care coordinators, I still went through a few of them....it was very difficult because of
the personality of the way I am and trusting people, and not having that- I don’t know what
you call it- rapport, with them. It just wasn’t happening and I just went from one to another
to another. (Fiona; Bradbury, 2016, p. 23)

Although other participant quotes in the reviewed studies point to similar processes, this is
particularly emblematic, as it is consistent with research pointing towards the importance of
trusting therapeutic relationships as an essential element in personal recovery (Adshead,
1998). Attachment theory (Bowlby, 2005) provides one explanation of this phenomenon by
suggesting that during times of suffering, individuals will seek out attachment sources,
mirroring early life behaviour. This is especially relevant for Bradbury’s (2016) study on BPD,
considering Fonagy and Luyten’s (2009) argument that the condition is characterised by a
lowered threshold for the simultaneous activation of attachment behaviour and
complementary loss of ‘mentalisation’. Due to professionals also displaying a variety of
attachment styles, the interaction between clinicians and the individual seeking help is
necessarily complex (Bucci et al., 2015). The above quote also invites reflections on the idea
of containment, and around the experience of leaving, or moving between, therapeutic
environments. This was described by participants in identified studies in Shepherd et al.
(2016) with discharge or transfers as moments of care requiring particular attention.
Indeed, transitions between environments can have a significant impact on an individual’s
sense of personal identity, as seen in the quote above, and as found in previous work (see
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Ashforth, 2001). Ultimately, for personal change to occur, feelings of safety and
containment are essential, allowing individuals with maladaptive personality traits to better
manage stressful emotions. This is consistent with research from Shaver and Mikulincer
(2007), who found that attachment security was associated with appraisals and regulation
efforts compatible with open mindedness, low levels of distress, and constructive
approaches to relationship maintenance; whereas insecure attachments, such as avoidance
and attachment anxiety, were associated with strategies designed to deal with painful
experiences from previous attachment relationships.

Bradbury (2016) also reflects on trust as a two-way process: “...they trust you to be able to
stick to your word as well. Trust goes both ways I suppose.” (Emily; Bradbury, 2016, p. 24).
This is also echoed in Kverme et al.’s (2019)’s subtheme of ‘honesty and mutuality’, where
the absence of that mutuality, that shared trust, is explored:

I have told my therapist, and I feel that she doesn’t hear what I’m saying. That’s been really
hard, cause then I feel that she makes it into having something to do with my illness. She
will say “Yes, but a lot of people have difficulty with that, and relational issues and stuff.”
But then I feel like she doesn’t even see me! My biggest problem is with myself and not
other people! (Kverme et al., 2019, p. 5)

The above quote is particularly relevant when considering intersubjectivity, as challenges in
being able to trust and openly discuss distress with the therapist, impacts the participant in
making sense with the therapist of their own reality and experience (Gillespie and Cornish,
2010). In fact, Kverme et al. (2019) describe how the more validated as a unique individual a
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participant was, the more trustworthy and more secure the therapeutic relationship would
be. Kverme et al. (2019) point out how participants who had originally neglected their own
emotional wellbeing would actually be able to acknowledge themselves, after developing a
relationship with a therapist who saw beyond the confines of medical knowledge to
acknowledge and give meaning to the patient’s emotions, thoughts and intentions. Kverme
et al.’s (2019) reflection on finding oneself through the eyes of another, is indeed one that
perfectly encapsulates De Jaegher et al. (2010) statements on ‘making sense with’ people.

The relevance of society and others in making sense of one’s own self can be seen in
Sørensen, Råbu, et al. (2019), where participants reported struggling in explaining their
insecurities and vulnerabilities, with one in particular reportedly stating that they lacked ‘a
social gene’. Once again, this point towards the importance of understanding how
interactions with society shape an individual’s perception of themselves through an
intersubjective process (Gillespie, 2012). For instance, in Sørensen, Wilberg et al. (2019), a
participant reporting ‘I need inner strength and to become able to trust and believe in
myself. I have to trust that I am as valuable as everyone else, kind of equal. I just wish to be
well” (Sørensen, Wilberg et al., 2019, p. 6). In their study, participants had to face a number
of risks in the development of trust, strength and freedom; namely facing their fear of
rejection, of not being taken seriously, of not being believed in. This is especially relevant
when considering polar opposite constructs of trust and mistrust, which can be found in
Ryan et al. (2019): “I do, there’s always going to be an element of pushing people away ‘cos
there’s only going to be so far that you’re going to let people into your life” (Participant D,
Ryan et al., 2019, p. 173). The authors comment on participants being wary of developing
sense of trust in others, due to evaluating new rapports and experiences in relation to
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previous complex and harmful ones. Sørensen, Råbu, et al. (2019) further emphasise that
individuals with a diagnosis of personality disorder even lost their own sense of
understanding of a specific experience, in anticipation of the judgement of others: “When I
enter a situation, if I feel something positive or negative, I do not trust it. Is it right to feel
like that?” (Eva; Sørensen, Råbu, et al., 2019, p. 674).

As in Naismith et al. (2019), the lack of compassionate experiences deeply affects
participant’s understanding of connectedness, making them unable to recognise a bond that
could encourage a positive relational template. Only following the creation of such a bond,
perhaps through therapy, safety and reliability became more tangible, recognisable entities
for participants, bringing value to their relationship and enabling self-understanding.
Considering together the different studies’ themes, these do indeed seem to point towards
the importance of building emotional connection to foster a sense of trust and safety in
therapeutic and social relationships (e.g., Spencer et al., 2019; Tsai et al., 2019). Finally,
these themes are also consistent with findings from study one of the present research, in
which multiple participants diagnosed with personality disorder reflected on the importance
of trust and safety not only to enable positive engagement in therapeutic relations, but also
in shaping the way they construed positive relationships and connections. It also echoes
findings on the importance of ‘social acknowledgment’ as a recovery factor (see Maercker &
Müller, 2004) and in the concept of a ‘relational home’ where painful emotional states can
be shared and held (Stolorow, 2015).
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Connectedness.

This theme, which is perhaps the most consistent with the findings of study one (not merely
the name of the psychological mechanism that inspired this research), shows how
participants throughout the reviewed studies experienced connection, and its importance in
facilitating understanding of one’s own identity and role in society. Interestingly, the
creation of a bond that enables such a process does not actually have to relate to humans.
Indeed, as seen in participants in study one, such feelings can be experienced even with
other being, such as animals. In Hayden-Evans et al. (2018), participants reported feelings
towards their pets associated with emotional attachments:
‘’It’s a strange sort of relationship, you know, because it’s unconditional love and that’s a
rarity in the world’’ (Dave; Hayden-Evans et al., 2018, p. 155). This mention of unconditional
love is strikingly similar to statements from participants in study one
where participants praised the role of their pets in their ability to connect ‘without words’.
Consistently with the work of Needs (2020) on equine-assisted learning with former
members of armed forces, animals seem to increase the capacity for self-reflection and selfawareness in patients.

You know, he really understands my mood, like he knows me down pat, and he knows when
I’m up and he knows when I’m down, and he knows when I’m angry, and he just keeps out
the way or comes and sits around... (Susan; Hayden-Evans et al., 2018, p. 156)

Hayden-Evans et al. (2018) introduced further interesting themes with regard to the role of
pets. In their study evidence was found of pets influencing positive social connections as
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facilitators of social interactions with others, or even by solidifying pre-existing
relationships, alongside encouraging engagement in meaningful activities. Similar findings
can be seen in another study in this review, by Sørensen, Råbu et al. (2019), where
participants described relationships with animals as more genuine than others. Speculating
on the role of pets as facilitators of better connections in personality disorder is beyond the
scope of the present research, but findings from study one, and the similarities of HaydenEvans et al. (2018) themes with other literature seem to strongly encourage further
research in the role of pets in facilitating development of positive relational models for
personality disordered patients. It is, however, important to notice that pet ownership did
not provide security of attachment consistently amongst participants, with reflections on
feelings of guilt, worry and fear being shared. This is consistent with Bowlby’s (2005)
arguments on attachment theory (Bowlby, 2005) on individuals seeking attachment sources
at times of distress, mirroring early life behaviour, while not actually having developed
strategies to develop enough confidence to overcome feelings of fear and anxiety.

These feelings are indeed found in themes emerging in other studies included in the review.
Sørensen, Råbu et al. (2019) for instance found fear and longing for connection to be deeply
interrelated. Their findings that participants struggled to feel ‘normal’ is similar to findings
of study one, with participants struggling to adapt to environment and communities around
them and having to put on a mask, comments that were also made in Sørensen, Råbu et
al.’s (2019) interviews, with participants following ‘templates of behaving’: “I notice that
you spend incredible amounts of energy. You just spend your entire consciousness in just
not ... trying not to make a fool out of yourself and appear normal” (Steve; Sørensen, Råbu
et al., 2019, p. 671). It is no surprise that one of the authors’ next themes reflects social
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withdrawal as a coping strategy. Although this loneliness was described by participants as
lack of hope and despair, it was favoured to the perceived social pressures and their impact
on the individual: ‘’I feel like there is not much going on. I do not do much. I watch TV. Then,
I relax. I do not have to think; there are no expectations” (Eva; Sørensen, Råbu et al., 2019,
p. 673). In this circumstance, the findings are extremely relevant to avoidant personality
disorder, which is characterised by severe levels of psychosocial impairment, subjective
distress, and reduced quality of life (Cramer et al., 2007; Olssøn & Dahl, 2012).

Similar processes were found in O’Meara, Edwards and Davies’ (2021) and Ryan, Gordon
and Gordon’s (2019) studies on personality disorder and the Offender Personality Disorder
(OPD) pathway. In the former study, participants spoke about being ‘forgotten about’ by
Probation services, and this leading to resignation and acceptance of the lack of contact:
‘’I’ve been in jail for the last three years, so I don’t have contact with probation now. I’ve
only ever spoken to them twice since I’ve been in, and it’s changed about three times’’
(O’Meara et al., 2021, p. 6). This is especially important when considering practice. Positive
relationships between offender managers and offenders enhance relational security, which
is essential for the successful delivery of secure services (Walker et al., 2017) and of
offender management more generally (Maguire & Raynor, 2016). Conversely, a lack of
connection can lead to feelings of hopelessness and increased risk factors for suicidal
behaviours across an individual’s lifespan (Daniel & Goldstone, 2012). This is consistent with
themes found in Ryan et al., (2019), in which connection is the main strategy to ensure
survival through the emotional, intrapersonal and practical issues of everyday life:
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To be honest, I don’t know where I‘d have been today [if I hadn’t come to the service] [...]
but I would have just taken up the same thing, going to the pub, to be honest I don’t know if
I’d have still been alive, I’d have let my health go, drinking all the time. (Participant B; Ryan
et al., 2019, p. 175)

Indeed, Kverme et al.’s (2019) themes on connectedness show the multiple benefits that
this brings to the individual with maladaptive personality traits, by allowing them to focus
on feelings that ‘I am like others and others are like me’ (Kverme et al.’s, 2019, p. 3). This
was especially evident in group therapy contexts, where participants’ feelings and
experiences resonated with that of others:

Group therapy probably helped me the most, ‘cause then I met people who struggled with
the same. . . as I felt I was the only one, in the whole world, who struggled with. Then
suddenly I meet people with exactly the same thoughts and emotions as me. So that
probably helped the most. (Kverme et al., 2019, p. 5)

Such concepts are consistent with study one, showing the importance of intersubjectivity in
the process of ‘making sense with’ others about one’s own experience of connectedness,
and mental distress. This allows patients to overcome the anticipation of negative
evaluations by others and feelings of isolation so common in those with a history of trauma
and a diagnosis of personality disorder (Ogata et al., 1990). It also again supports findings by
Needs (2020) on how individuals make sense of how their reality is construed by interacting
with the wider social context around them, overcoming feelings of shame so present in, for
instance, BPD (Cameron et al., 2020). This becomes essential when exploring ‘identity’
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within individuals seen in systemic terms (Needs & Adair-Stantiall, 2018); lack of
connectedness can drastically influence constructions of identity in people with maladaptive
personality traits.

9.2 Identity

I labelled this superordinate theme as ‘identity’, due to subordinate themes reflecting how
the process of integration in society, and the development of significant relations, brought
participants to develop their sense of identity, discovering themselves and being able to
reflect on their own life experiences. In juxtaposition with the superordinate theme of
‘belonging’, this allows the reader to recognise an intersubjective process within the
research findings. On one side, the way the individual seeks connectedness to the society,
and on the other the way society influences the individual’s construction of reality and
understanding of their own experiences. This is consistent with Kyselo’s (2014) comments
on social existence being characterised by a back and forth between social distinction and
participation processes. This superordinate theme was composed by two main subthemes:
‘therapeutic value’, which focused on the effects of developing positive relations on
individual self-understanding and a second one on ‘purpose’, illustrating processes related
to individual wellbeing through achieving purpose and meaning within society.

Therapeutic Value.

When exploring the relevance of positive relational models on individual’s understanding of
identity, findings by Hayden-Evans et al. (2018) are particularly interesting. Linked to the
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importance of pets as having therapeutic value, they illustrate how several participants
reported how developing a positive relationship with a pet led to less engagement in risky
behaviour, including harm to self and others:

I think I would have committed suicide a long time ago if I didn’t have a dog. Like I said
earlier, I could convince myself that everyone else is better off without me, I could convince
myself that I’d be doing everyone else a favour, but I couldn’t convince myself that of
Honey. (Lara; Hayden-Evans et al., 2018, p. 157)

This quote reminds us of the relevance of responsibility in the creating connections with
others, evidenced in the subtheme of ‘growth and empowerment through helping others’.
In study one, participants emphasised the importance of being responsible for others and
themselves, as part of a process leading to fostering participants’ self-identity, reaffirming
the relevance of the social concept of ‘agency’ Gillespie (2005). In the context of therapy,
participants in Hayden-Evans et al. (2018) emphasised how pets enabled them to practise
Dialectical Behavioural Therapy (DBT) and other emotion regulation skills learned in
therapy:

... I remember one of these handouts said if you’re feeling a bit down, go and hug a tree ...
And when I hug my dogs, I just thought, I think to myself, you’re my tree [laughs]. And it
does actually just make me feel better. (Joan; Hayden-Evans et al., 2018, p. 158)

Considering findings on the potential of animals to improve acceptability of trauma-focused
cognitive behavioural approaches (Dravsnik et al., 2018), this is further evidence that the
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potential of animal-assisted therapy still requires further exploration, especially with regard
to personality disorder presentations, due to that unconditional love and acceptance shown
by animals that resonated with participants in both Hayden-Evans et al’s (2018) work, and in
study one of this doctoral research.

Ultimately, these appear similar to the feelings that enabled self-understanding in other
studies present in the review. For instance, Bradbury’s (2016) theme on the development of
a safe base shows how feelings of being understood by care coordinators facilitated a better
understanding of oneself, consistently with the creation of a ‘safe base’ within the
attachment:

Someone who knows about your conditions and how to help you. Like, you know, that’s
your mental health talking, that’s that talking. So helps you see that you are not maybe the
way you see yourself. That it’s your mental health, and making you see that you’re not
actually that person you think you are in a negative way. They just help you see a different
way of dealing with things as well. (Emily; Bradbury, 2016, p. 35)

Lack of contact, conversely, was associated with feelings of abandonment and damage to
the therapeutic rapport. These findings are similar to those in O’Meara et al. (2021), where
the relationship between offender managers (OMs) and OPD pathway service users was
explored. This was experienced in different ways: firstly, in the conditionality of care,
leading to reduced access to mental health services, leading to further invalidation of one’s
own experience of mental distress. As researchers, we are aware of how the development
of a new, positive, self-identity in patients can be fostered through emphasising pro-social
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values while validating the service user experience (Giordano et al., 2002; Laub & Sampson,
1993, 2003). Consistently with study one, lack of such validation leads participants to reflect
on constructions of loneliness and contributing to a wider sense of ‘disappearing’ and ‘being
alone’. Such perceptions are then expressed through non-engagement, the second of
O’Meara et al’s (2021) relevant themes. Indeed, the sense of dejection and distrust in
services led participants to express suspiciousness towards new officers, impacting the
rapport from the very early stages. Consistently with Bradbury’s (2016) observations of the
negative impact in early termination of therapeutic rapports, the same can be seen in the
rapport between offender managers and offenders: ‘’With probation changing every couple
of weeks I just didn’t bother getting to know them [. . .] It’s horrible [. . .] I’d just turn up and
they’d say ‘oh, you’re seeing this person today’’ (O’Meara et al., p. 7). In the most extreme
cases, this would degenerate further, with participants describing ‘wearing a mask’ and hide
their own true selves from OMs: ‘‘It’s easy to just put a front up. I did it long enough [. . .]
and like I said, if you haven’t got that relationship with your officer, they’re not gonna notice
you’re putting that front up.’’ (O’Meara et al., p. 7).

Again, this supports findings from study one, where participant quotes showed how the
feeling of having to satisfy people or society by hiding one’s own true self increased feelings
of shame and isolation which, in turn, can generate powerful emotions in clients with
maladaptive personality traits. Findings from Cameron et al. (2020) on BPD suggest that
shame and fear of judgement can lead to affective instability and engagement in selfharming behaviours. Hunter et al. (2019) reflected on the importance of making service
users an integral part of their own treatment, in order to foster the development of more
positive self-identity, alongside a better rapport between OMs and offenders.
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Kverme et al. (2019) explored how this is connected to themes of hope in recovery. In their
research, participants who experienced moving forward in the process of recovery had
increasing belief in the possibility of change, developing a more compassionate mindset
towards their own selves and the recovery process itself:

To be satisfied with the little steps I take, or to me they are really big steps but to others
they might be: “Really is that a problem?” I just have to be proud of what I accomplish. I
have to try, and if I fail, well that’s okay too. (Kverme et al., 2019, p. 6)

This is consistent with findings from other thematic analysis research on personality
disorder (e.g., Naismith et al., 2019), in which receiving compassion through the therapeutic
rapport is essential towards developing feelings of self-acceptance, which are otherwise
hard to experience in presentations with maladaptive personality traits. Kverme et al.’s
(2019) work shows that ‘making room for recovery’ through the development of care and
compassion towards one’s recovery process, aided by the therapeutic rapport, leads to
participants being able to develop more positive identities, focused on hope and progress,
even in the face of potential set-backs.

Purpose.

The final identified subtheme, of purpose, is also consistent with findings of study one and
previous literature. It explores narratives showing how participants recognised
connectedness and belonging as having positive links with the feeling of having purpose and
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meaning in life (Stavrova & Luhmann, 2016). Conversely, perceived lack of connectedness is
perceived as abandonment, emblematic of a lack of hope and purpose, to the point of being
compared to a state of ‘void’ (Needs & Adair-Stantiall, 2018).

This can be seen in the study by Ryan et al. (2019), in which the development of selfawareness in relationships led to acknowledgment of personal emotional needs and
vulnerabilities and, ultimately, in ‘moving forward with purpose’. This acknowledgement not
only enabled participants to gain a better understanding of their own identity, but also to
improve their connections with others: “It was one of the first things I did, it was to blame
someone if you like, and in the end it all came back to me, that I was out of control”.
(Participant A; Ryan et al., 2019, p. 175). This particular quote reflects deeply findings from
Baumeister et al. (2005) which showed that people who experience rejection are capable of
self-regulation but disinclined to doing so in reaction to their social exclusion. Through selfreflection on one’s past and achieving progress, participants were able to realise positive
changes achieved in their own lives, and also to look with a positive outlook towards the
future, showing signs of significant, positive changes in internal perceptions of
development, and the emergence of new identities as a result of service engagement (Ryan
et al., 2019).

Kverme et al. (2019) further reflect on this process showing the importance for individuals
diagnosed with personality disorder to be agents in their own processes of change. Kverme
et al. (2019) explain how, in the context of treatment, these feelings were triggered by being
trusted and recognised by therapists as people ‘who could change’ and daring to follow the
faith that the therapist had in them. Some participants had started feeling that “they could,”
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and were actively engaged in helping themselves to make moment-to-moment decisions
that could help them deal with their emotions without needing to self-harm, moving them
forward in their personal recovery. Participants experiencing this change reported having
learnt concepts about themselves through therapy, such as acknowledging their own
emotions, thoughts and behaviours, and the way these factors influenced each other.
Kverme et al. (2019) report one particularly powerful quote on one participant using her
knowledge through therapy to emerge from emotional distress and learn to regulate
emotions without resorting to self-harm:

It’s about stepping out of the bubble you are in. When it explodes I am usually at home or
somewhere else, so it is about doing something totally different. When you’re having a
difficult time you often become inactive and just lay down you know, but if you go outside
and do something, you trick your brain to say “Okay let’s do something constructive, let’s do
something good.” So I usually go for a walk, I often start out very aggressive, hard pace, but
eventually I calm down and when I get back I am usually fine. (Kverme et al., 2019, p. 4)

This is consistent with findings of study one, relevant to the theme of growth and
empowerment through helping others, which showed how participants experienced
achievement, growth and self-development, by making sense with others of issues of
identity. It also echoes again the findings on ‘agency’ and ‘position exchange’ detailed by
Gillespie (2005, 2006). Indeed, the intersubjective process of position exchange can explain
how individuals’ ability to absorb the perspectives of others into their own allows for them
to develop a new identity, and influence that of others, engaging in the social process of
intersubjectivity.
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This can also be seen in Sørensen, Wilberg, et al.’s (2019) exploration on how the possibility
for change and development influenced participants’ sense of vitality and initiative,
highlighting how a participant’s active engagement in treatment was connected to feelings
of trust, and triggered by active efforts in engagement by the therapists themselves.
Participants reported these efforts to be characterised by therapists providing guidance,
while showing active investment in the development of the participant through
demonstrating care and concern. This sparked meaning-making processes through growing
awareness and acceptance of experiences:

Sometimes my therapist says things that I have already thought about. Then I think that I
am perhaps able to think a bit on my own? Sometimes she says; oh, I never thought about it
like that, that is a nice way to think. If you have another person that can confirm or
disconfirm that she has thought like that too, then I may trust my thoughts a bit more.
(Sørensen, Wilberg, et al., 2019, p. 8)

This is extremely relevant when considering previously cited literature on meaning-making,
and its relevance to desistance from further offending behaviours (Maruna, 2001; McAdams
et al., 1997; Stavrova & Luhmann, 2016; Wright et al., 2007). Findings of Sørensen, Wilberg,
et al. (2019) mirror those of Maruna (2001), in that offenders who had successfully desisted
from crime had successfully transformed their identities through hope and agency (Maruna,
2001). It adds weight to the conclusions of Salvatore et al. (2010) that the development of
meaning is dynamic, resulting from the ever-evolving intersubjective space between client
and therapist. Salvatore et al. (2009) suggested the importance of examining how
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intersubjective processes of meaning making allow a deeper understanding of therapy itself.
Findings from Sørensen, Wilberg, et al. (2019) appear to support this.
Participants in their study referred to the importance of learning new ways of
understanding and perceiving themselves and others; in taking part in specialised
psychotherapy, participants were able to find new ways to guide their meaning-making
processes, obtaining insights into the connection between developmental histories and
current psychological functioning which enabled a better appreciation and awareness of
their own vulnerabilities:

“In relation to maladaptive schemas... I have started to write up on all my high score
schemas and started to think about what created them. Then I discuss with myself whether
these schemata should hold any power over me today. Whether it was something that
happened then and whether I can do something about it now so that they will not take
control over me today.” (Sørensen, Wilberg, et al., 2019, p. 8)

Sørensen, Wilberg, et al., (2019) reflect on how feelings of connection and trust became
more distant for participants when feelings of fear of change increased, sparking further
feelings of vulnerability, loneliness and leading ultimately to disconnection and withdrawal,
familiar strategies of dealing with complex feelings in avoidant personality disorder.
Conversely, increased connectedness and trust lead to an increased confidence in managing
oneself. Essentially, the context of interpersonal connections, whether through group
therapy or individual therapy, allowed for the development of feelings of trust and
belonging, and consequential feelings of hope in one’s own ability to achieve a better
understanding of self, others and their own agency (Sørensen, Wilberg, et al., 2019).
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10. Conclusion

This study reviews existing qualitative literature in the field of relatedness and attachment
in the context of personality disorder, identifying common themes emerging across existing
research. Two overarching and interdependent themes focused on group belonging and
identity were identified, consistent with findings from study one of this doctoral research
and mirroring the paradigm of intersubjectivity (Gillespie & Cornish, 2010). The themes
showed the ways in which individuals diagnosed with personality disorder share subjective
perspectives with the society around them, whether this is represented by a family
member, clinical practitioner, a probation officer, members of the community, or an animal.
This is particularly relevant for the therapeutic process and supports findings by Buirski &
Haglund (2001) on how clients and practitioner share reciprocal experience, informing each
other’s view of the world in a dynamic, ever-evolving relationship that influences the
development of each other’s identity. As found in Shepherd et al. (2016), this shows that
we, as practitioners and researchers, must look beyond symptomatic ratings in personality
disorder. The previous research found common themes across a range of maladaptive
personality traits and diagnoses. As such, findings by Zanarini et al. (2012) on the rarity of
lasting psychosocial recovery in BPD could be applied to the wider range of personality
disorders; this shows how important it is that researchers and practitioners start considering
alternative approaches able to capture personal meaning, such as PCT (Kelly, 1955),
allowing interventions to be tailored to individual needs and personal recovery goals
(Wallcraft, 2011).
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10.1 Strengths and Limitations

There are a number of methodological strengths to the present study. Firstly, the different
social settings in which the reviewed literature has taken place, ranging across clinical,
community and prison establishments. This satisfies previous comments from Shepherd et
al. (2016), arguing that future research should give further consideration to the social
setting; indeed, personality disorder diagnoses are represented in a variety of settings, and
especially in forensic populations (Fazel & Danesh, 2002).

Secondly, the inclusion of a wide range of personality disorder widens the generalisability of
identified themes. Finally, the inclusion of research from outside the United Kingdom,
showing that similar themes have been found in cultures different from the one where the
present study has been elaborated. A significant majority of existing published academic
literature in the study of maladaptive personality traits focuses particularly on BPD.
Although four of the ten studies related to BPD, the majority related to unspecified
personality disorders, by having focused specific on maladaptive personality traits; another
significant portion focused on avoidant personality disorder. This addresses the imbalance
in personality disorder literature argued by Bateman, Gunderson and Mulder (2015).

Certainly, however, significant limitations need to be highlighted. The most obvious one
being that the present study has included a small sample of studies in the systematic
review. Arguably, this was due to strict selection and exclusion criteria, which have actually
identified a paucity of academic research on the nature of relationships in presentations
with maladaptive personality traits. Although all of the studies were of good methodological
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quality, this ultimately limits the generalisability of the findings. Furthermore, reflexive
issues were arguably not given adequate attention during the data analysis process. Data
collection took place prior to the preparation of study one, enabling an objective systematic
search of literature; however, data analysis was completed after the completion of study
one, which might inevitably bias for the researcher in identifying relevant themes.
Uncontrolled studies are indeed susceptible to bias (Petticrew & Roberts, 2008), and
findings in this study are clearly influenced by previous reading and elaborations on
intersubjectivity and PCT.

Considering the relevance of findings in this study on issues of personality disorder and
therapeutic interventions, it is important that future research approaches the topic with
greater consideration of bias and reflexivity. This could be done with the involvement of
multiple researchers, and the attendance of regular research meetings aimed at discussing
emerging themes and reflecting on the analysis process as a team, allowing the analysis to
become the product of the interaction between research participants and multiple
researchers (Madill et al., 2000). Alternatively, independent review aimed at evaluating
identification criteria, data analysis and theme generation could further validate data and
remove the risk of bias. This was not possible in the current circumstances, due to time
constraints and the fact that both study one and two were completed by a lone researcher,
albeit with the support of a research supervisor.

10.2 Originality and contributions
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To the researcher’s knowledge, this is the first qualitative systematic review to explore
experiences of relationships and attachment in personality disorder, identifying a clear need
for further exploration, mindful of intersubjective processes, in this area. Furthermore, the
findings contribute to our understanding of how individuals with personality disorder make
sense of their own recovery experience, identity, and role in society, and how engagement
in psychological intervention can be adapted to ensure that the development of new,
positive sense- making can occur. Findings of this review also indicate the generalisability of
results across a broader range of personality disorders and their validity across different
settings.

10.3 Implications and future work

Although this systematic review was conducted as part of the requirements for the
completion of my doctoral thesis, its findings provide the field with a better understanding
of the experiences of relationships and attachment in personality disorder presentations
across both custodial establishments and clinical settings. Results have implications both for
clinical practice and research.

Clinically speaking, they provide evidence that interventions, whether provided from
community mental health services or Probation services, do not always fully address the
emotional needs of individuals with maladaptive personality traits. By focusing on the
superordinate themes identified in this study and reflecting on issues of intersubjectivity,
safety and trust, as mediating the development of new, positive identities, practitioners
should be better equipped to meet the needs of personality disorder presentations.
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Specifically, the consolidation of therapeutic rapport, and the fostering of secure
attachments with both clinicians and non-professionals, appear to be crucial in generating a
sense of safety necessary for an intersubjective process; this in turn enables the
development of identity and more positive constructions of reality. However, researchers
also need to be acutely aware of the demands that therapeutic rapport with personality
disorder presentations has on professionals; adequate support should be provided to them
in the form of supervision and reflective practice in order to ensure that members of staff,
whether in custodial or clinical settings, are fit to fulfil their therapeutic role (Adshead,
1998).

Finally, as previously argued, it is essential that research further explores the importance of
intersubjective processes in individuals with personality traits, as the small number of
reviewed studies clearly show a need for further exploration of the constructions (and coconstructions) of reality in patients. The present study has sought to review such
experiences across a variety of settings, and this should continue in order to further
strengthen the validity and reliability of findings.
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Reflective Epilogue
Word Count: 4872

11. A young practitioner’s introduction to intersubjectivity and PCT

The two studies composing this doctoral thesis represent my investigation of the processes
intrinsic to intersubjectivity, with particular focus on their relevance to understanding
personality disorder presentations. The following reflective epilogue will not be an attempt
to summarise or discuss findings already argued in the main body of the thesis. Rather, it
will be a space to share my own reflections on the thesis process, and the journey through
the doctorate that has brought me to this stage.
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To start with, I will address a mention I could not include in my acknowledgements due to
word limits. In there, I would have made reference to Gareth Coker and Christopher Larkin,
composers of the soundtrack of the videogames ‘Ori and the Blind Forest’ (2019) and
‘Hollow Knight’ (2018), respectively. As reported in the acknowledgements, these
compositions have been my companions through the arduous journey of completing the
doctoral programme, keeping me focused when making sense of my three years of
experience in the completion of my practice portfolio or when writing this entire research
thesis. I have asked myself repeatedly why these particular soundtracks allowed me to focus
so much; only when writing up my research studies, I have been able to finally understand
the answer.

You see, both games directly represent my research. Firstly, they are both extremely hard
and strenuous to complete, requiring careful attention and processes of trial and error; but,
most importantly, they star silent protagonists. Indeed, neither of the main characters in
this game utter a single word. Yet, throughout their respective storylines, they grow,
develop, and achieve purpose and meaning in their virtual world by interacting with
characters and environments around them, absorbing their perspectives and developing
their own identity accordingly. As I finish writing an entire doctoral thesis on
intersubjectivity, and on how we, as humans, construe reality through interacting with the
world and society around us, the coincidence is not lost on me.

As much as I have now hopefully introduced you to a wonderful new world of beautiful
musical scores, I was likewise introduced to the world of intersubjectivity by my research
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supervisor. Bearing in mind that my initial approach to the doctoral research was through
the epistemological standpoint of evolutionary psychology, being introduced to such a
completely different theory on our understanding of society and relationships was
objectively quite jarring. Gillespie and Cornish (2010) themselves define intersubjectivity as
conceptually challenging and relatively sophisticated. As an economic migrant, whose first
language is not English, I can honestly say that the world ‘relatively’ slightly underestimates
the complexity of appreciating what intersubjectivity truly is. I have spent countless hours
reading through papers on intersubjectivity and inter-related concepts such as ‘agency’ and
‘positional exchange’ (Gillespie, 2012; Scheff et al., 2006); certainly, the precious guidance
of my research supervisor allowed me to navigate this in the best way possible; but it was
admittedly quite challenging to truly come to grasp with the true meaning of
intersubjectivity and its relevance in our role as practitioners and researchers in psychology.
I think it is no surprise, as stated by Gillespie and Cornish (2010), that methodological
approaches to studying intersubjectivity have lagged behind. Nevertheless, it was the
application of such an approach, namely PCT (Kelly, 1955) that allowed me to truly
appreciate intersubjective processes and their relevance in the therapeutic environment. As
I practiced the implementation of personal construct techniques of ‘laddering’ and
‘pyramiding’ (Murphy et al., 2017) in my clinical work, and in private with the ever-precious
help of family and friends, I was able to recognise how I was slowly improving in uncovering
subjective cognitive structures by which a person makes sense of and anticipates the world.
It was this practice of PCT that showed me what intersubjectivity was, and the beauty
hidden within it.
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12. Intersubjectivity and PCT at work

In fact, although study one does not explicitly states this, as it is beyond the scope of the
actual research piece, I feel it is important to point out that all participants reported
extremely positive feedback on the interviewing process. My supervisor had originally
informed me of how the use of PCT methodology may seem awkward at first, while
highlighting the incredibly powerful messages hidden beyond the awkwardness. He could
not have been righter. One of my most precious memories from this doctoral journey will be
the first time using PCT techniques in the research setting, and the laugh of participants
when ‘digging deeper’ when using laddering techniques. That laugh, heard after the
continuous repetition of the word ‘why’, signified the moment that barriers would fall down
in the interview, and the beginning of truly emotional moments in which participants
happily shared how they construed their own reality. It was a ground-breaking moment, not
just for me as a practitioner and researcher, but for them as well. It would not be
appropriate for me to report participant quotes in here, outside of a results section, but it
was incredibly heart-warming to see participants reflect deeply on the ‘why’ of things. ‘Why
is this important to you?’, or ‘why is this important compared to that?’ when eliciting
opposite constructs, were questions which brought participants to take pause, and truly
reflect on their own existence and construction of reality. It led to each and every one of
them coming out of the interview having learnt something about themselves through the
interview or feeling happy at having recalled the importance of something they had not
thought about for a long time. I am aware that as part of ethical approval psychologists have
to list the benefits of engaging with a specific piece of research; yet I never could I have
imagined that my research would have such positive impact on a participant’s day and
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understanding of themselves. This encouraged me to keep using similar PCT approaches
when working therapeutically with patients, and I can confidently say that I have had
multiple, positive interactions through the use of this methodology. Certainly, this is an
extremely biased view of PCT and its therapeutic relevancy, and I maintain that its efficacy
should be further explored in future research: yet I am compelled to state that the social
psychological PCT mentioned by Horley (2009), a PCT approach which is deeply aware of the
impact of social processes and how they influence our constructions of reality, appeared to
truly resonate with participants, enabling them to explore deeply intersubjective processes.

13. Reflections on study one

13.1 Perpetual connection

My reflections on study one are not only related to the development of the social
psychological PCT advocated by Horley (2009). In fact, when reflecting on the processes
described by participants in the study, I could not shake a specific thought: that
disconnection is still a connection. Let me clarify this oxymoron with an example. Gilbert
(2014) talks about the ‘competitive edge’, and how competitiveness and ambitions are
forms of disconnections, fuelled by our fears to fail, and suffering the anxiety that people
will not love us if seen as unworthy. This was particularly relevant to this research as
multiple participants spoke about competitiveness and their importance in achieving
progress and recognition to feel a sense of purpose. Although I do not disagree with this, as
it is consistent with my own research findings, it is the term of ‘disconnectedness’ that
caught my attention.
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Let us consider another, more unfortunate example: a number of participants spoke about
traumatic childhood experiences, which led them to experience a feeling of disconnection
from their families. I would argue that ‘disconnection’ in this case is not a fair term to
explore the deeply complex rapport between participants and perceived negative entities in
their narratives. Indeed, participants spoke about their negative relationship with the same
depth as their positive ones; certainly, the attitudes were different, but the impact that
those negative connections had had in their previous and current constructions of reality
was still there, ever present. This is the exact same way in which, through ‘competitiveness’,
we are connected to our perceived rivals. These are concepts that are reminiscent of work
of Newberry and Birtchnell (2011) on negative relating (see also Birtchnell et al., 2009),
which comes from relating theory (Birtchnell, 1996). This stipulates that individuals are born
with dispositions aimed at achieving four relational goals, namely upperness, lowerness,
closeness and distance, developing their own confidence in attaining and maintaining each
of these; relating theory proposes that if individuals cannot attain such objectives perfectly,
they will do so imperfectly, creating relationships based on selfishness, ruthlessness,
heartlessness, insecurity and general dismissal of positive relating (Newberry & Birtchnell,
2011).

My current reflection is that connectedness goes beyond this, and that those negative
relating traits stick with individuals in their development of new survival strategies, and in
their understanding of the world surrounding them, exactly as argued in the transdiagnostic
approach of the Power Threat Meaning Framework (PTMF; Johnstone & Boyle, 2018). As
such, I would argue that there is no such a thing as ‘disconnection’: if anything, once a
deeply impactful connection is made, whether positive or negative, this permanently shapes
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the experience and construction of reality of the individual. Certainly, they will be able to
move on from that, and find new meaning to their experience to incorporate in the always
dynamic evolution of their constructions of reality. But that negative connection will be a
permanent part of their history, and it would be dismissing their stories and narratives to
label that as ‘disconnection’. By accepting such negative connections as connections
forming the history and reality of the individual, and observing the feelings surrounding
those, much like in the model of acceptance and commitment therapy (Hayes et al., 2006),
we can instead start developing new meaning, triggering a wider elaboration of new
positive identities or constructions of reality.

These concepts and reflections are simply too complex for me to explore now, especially in
the context of my limited experience as a forensic psychologist in training. Nevertheless, if I
am asked where I would like to go next, in terms of research goals and aims, this is exactly
the road that I would expect to take in my development. I am fascinated by what insights
this concept of ‘perpetual connectedness’ that I have reflected upon can lead towards; I can
only hope that, through further development and guidance, I one day will be able to see
what is at the end of that road and what, if any, relevance it might have for the world of
psychological treatment and research.

13.2 Methodological reflections

Certainly, my reflections on study one are not simply related to my findings and participant
quotes. They also refer to the methodology I adopted, and the different ways in which I
could have explored the subject topic.
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One of my biggest regrets at present is not integrating theories of Inclusion of Others in Self
(Aron et al., 1992) in a more quantitative way. The IOS approach (Aron et al., 1992) was
paramount in the selection of the structures of connectedness to be explored and for the
creation of the interview schedule itself; this was due to its ability to capture constructs of
interconnected selves, arguing the issue of self-definition through social connections
(Mashek et al., 2007). As explained in the introduction to study one, I drew on their work
without actually using methodology linked to it, and that is what I regret. I am confident
that the Inclusion of Others’ scale (Aron et al., 1992) and its overlapping circles would have
been able to bring about even richer and deeper discussion into participants’ understanding
of their own relationships, and exploration of their way of construing specific attachments.
Nevertheless, I am aware that this was not possible due to the many limitations surrounding
me. Firstly, the time constraints and multiple academic deadlines; secondly, the practical
work on placements to develop my skills as a practitioner; thirdly, an unfortunate obstacle
to a certain number of my plans (and those of society), called COVID-19. In fact, there are a
number of ways in which the pandemic has impacted this research, but I will leave that for
later reflection. Ultimately, however, not having access to face-to-face contact with
participants made the use of IOS scale (Aron et al., 1992) impractical; furthermore, it would
have required much more exploration, and in person contact with my own research
supervisor, which was not made possible due to the above factors. Still, it is something that I
hope I will be able to integrate in future research, and I am sure in clinical practice, as I feel
it would be able to elicit significant information about the narratives of participants.
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Another practical observation on the first study relates to the possibility of having used a
follow-up questionnaire on participant experience. This would have allowed me to achieve a
number of objectives. It would have enabled me to have a better understanding of
participant’s perceptions of PCT techniques. As discussed previously, participants reported
very positive feedback about the interview process; however, there is no escaping
desirability bias, especially when exploring such delicate and sensitive personal attributes
such as identity and constructions of reality (Meisters et al., 2020). Simple verbal reports
from participants do not represent evidence but are still particularly relevant to research.
Certainly however, follow-up questionnaire right after the interview would have increased
the demand on participants' time to unacceptable levels. Future work might perhaps followup questionnaires at scheduled and pre-agreed intervals in the time following the research,
to potentially identify how interactions involving PCT had influenced participants’
understanding of their own constructions of reality before and after taking part in the
interview. Certainly, there is a valid argument that one simple interaction cannot
fundamentally alter an individual’s perception and identity, let alone the way they construe
the reality around them. Yet I wonder what reflections participants in PCT studies might
share about the interaction with researchers and engagement with PCT techniques; if, for
instance, they would like to further explore the use of these techniques in therapeutic
session or, conversely, if such an approach is perceived as being too intrusive for research
purposes. These factors could be followed up on by academics, or even by a third party, in
the form of anonymised feedback, and could provide further insights into the effectiveness
of PCT techniques in soliciting engagement in participants with maladaptive personality
traits.
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Ultimately, the above comments are related to limitations of the research context outside
the control of the researcher. Nevertheless, it is important to reflect on these concepts, as
they will undoubtedly shape the way in which I conduct research in the future and will bring
me to consider more carefully the variety of ways in which I want to explore specific
variables in personality disorder research, whether qualitatively or quantitatively. It is my
hope, that through further development and guidance by expert researchers, I will be able
recognise what other possibilities are presented to me in any research opportunity to
expand the field of knowledge.

14. Reflections on study two

14.1 A systematic review on a scantily researched topic

Study two presented with similar opportunities to study one, and arguably with just as many
complexities. I had actually started conducting my systematic search strategy quite early on
in my doctorate journey, soon after having obtained a better appreciation of qualitative
systematic reviews and their related methodology. My original idea was to investigate
processes of intersubjectivity in personality disorder research. As can be imagined, that
brought me to discover one of the arguments made in study two: the paucity of research on
personality disorder relationships or, rather, of research specifically focusing on relationship
processes in personalities with maladaptive traits. My initial assumptions on gathering a
substantive number of qualitative studies that could give my research solid grounds in terms
of both reliability and validity was shattered by reality; a majority of personality disorder
research actually does not focus on how personality disordered individuals relate to the
people and the society around them.
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Consider the findings of the systematic review: out of 2127 originally identified studies, 681
focused on treatment evaluation, and 341 on clinician experience. The latter finding was
particularly striking to me. An expansive amount of research was dedicated to
understanding the perspectives of nurses, doctors, and other clinical staff on relationships
with personality disordered individuals. Conversely, I struggled to find literature focusing
specifically on attachment and relationship processes from the point of view of patients
with maladaptive traits. I would blame this on the, perhaps too strict, application of
inclusion/exclusion criteria; however, other studies simply did not explore themes relating
to interpersonal processes, rather exploring substance misuse or efficacy of treatment. To
emphasise this point, Shepherd et al.’s (2016) research which I have pointed towards in
study two is of particular relevance. Even with a similarly expanded systematic search
strategy, authors struggled to identify studies that would satisfy their research criteria,
identifying a grand total of three studies. Considering this, it is impressive that my search
was able to find ten studies. It enabled me to bring further strength to the validity of my
findings and allowed me to address some of the concerns related to study settings and
personality disorder inclusion that limited Shepherd et al.’s (2016) work.

Nevertheless, I am left to reflect on whether I could have done more to widen the number
of studies included in my research. I do believe that I could have perhaps discussed with my
supervisors whether I should have been more flexible in the application of exclusion and
inclusion criteria. A number of studies did indeed include references to interpersonal
processes, and how they influenced participants’ constructions of reality. Examples of this
are Lumsden et al. (2018) work on fathers with BPD, or Geerling et al. (2019) study on
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mothers with BPD and the impact of infant crying, which reflect deeply on the experience of
parenthood and its impact in personality disorder presentations. Or even still, Katsakou and
Pistrang’s (2018) or Shepherd et al.’s (2016) systematic reviews, whose findings are
consistent with my own. My personal reflection on my rigidity when reviewing these studies
against inclusion and exclusion processes was that I would have felt as if I was trying to
adapt the authors’ original ideas into my own, incurring the risk of misinterpreting their
vision of the research contents blinded by possible bias, made even stronger by having
conducted this study right after the conclusion of study’s one data analysis. Indeed, I
wonder if, having conducted study two before study one, my results would have been
significantly different. Certainly, researcher bias would have been significantly reduced as
compared to the current situation. Nevertheless, I attempted to overcome this in a
structured way, by involving strong personal reflection within myself and with my research
supervisor, questioning my conclusions, exploring alternative interpretations and carefully
considering the data in front of me.

14.2 Methodological reflections

With all that being said, I do not regret the way in which my research studies have been
conducted. The emergency of COVID-19 made it imperative to focus on conducting
participant interviews as soon as possible, in order to avoid losing recruited participants in
the chaos of the ongoing pandemic. Indeed, I was only able to interview half of my
participants in person and had to make considerable practical adjustments to data
collection, which also required further ethical approval. What this meant for study two was
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that completion of the systematic search was put aside to focus on participant recruitment.
I could have ultimately resumed my systematic review following completion of participant
interviews, but as I was invested in the transcription process, my mindset had already
started being immersed in the data, thinking analytically about the implications of
participant statements for both clinical and research purposes. I was simply too immersed
into my PCT study to go back to the systematic review process; as correctly pointed out by
my research supervisor, the data was fresh in my mind, and it was essential to act on it
before losing the analytical strands of academic thoughts that had started emerging in my
thinking processes. My usage of thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006) in both these
research studies has indeed taught me that it is essential for a researcher that has started
the process of data analysis, to see it to the end, to avoid losing potentially crucial
information emerging from data. Although this is a good rationale for my focus on study
one, as compared to study two, it is something that I will strive to avoid in the future. It is
imperative that I become more strategic in my research involvement, devising a clear plan
that is agreed with research supervisors and shows from the very first step what actions I
will take to reduce bias. I have already made reference to a few strategies that I might
implement in the future, and one I am particularly confident about is the reliance on a team
of colleagues to independently evaluate my work. This is perhaps one of the factors that I
missed the most due to the pandemic; the opportunity of sharing knowledge with my
doctorate colleagues, evaluating each other’s work, giving suggestions for improvement and
encouragement on how to proceed forward with confidence. It is something that I should
endeavour to seek in future research, especially if in the condition of being a lone worker.
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Notwithstanding the above comments, I am also proud of the work that I have done in my
systematic review. Indeed, having been able to address the concerns of Shepherd et al.
(2016) with regard to including a variety of settings in the exploration of social processes in
personality disorder research, shows me that I have managed to address a gap in scientific
knowledge. Certainly, a majority of the environmental settings of studies reviewed were still
community based, but the verification of similar themes in other settings, such as prison
establishments, strengthened the validity of my findings. I also did not expect themes in all
studies to be so consistent with those of study one. Although I am still keenly aware of the
possibility of bias in my reflective account of my research experience, I want to acknowledge
the fact that all studies did point towards safety and trust as being key processes in the
development of relationship and attachments in personality disorder presentations.
Furthermore, participant quotes in reviewed studies were particularly emblematic of
intersubjective processes, truly exploring how, for instance, therapeutic rapport enabled
them to develop better identities, or to see reality in a different light. The only subtheme
that originally appeared to me as being out of place in study two, was the one surrounding
‘therapeutic value’; nevertheless, as already seen in study two, contents of that theme are
perhaps the most related to the therapeutic value of the intersubjective process. They
showed how participants reflected on their therapeutic experience, and how processes
within it led to construing new realities, filled with hope and purpose. It is no surprise that
‘therapeutic value’ and ‘purpose’ were interlinked under their superordinate theme, as they
suggested deeply interconnected processes of achieving progress in recovery through
engagement in the therapeutic rapport, found to be facilitated by the active, invested
engagement of therapists themselves.
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I was particularly surprised by how participants in the reviewed studies used keywords
present in participants’ quotes from study one as well, truly showing consistency in findings.
This was perhaps most evident with discussions around animals, and the processes of
unconditional love and acceptance (Hayden-Evans et al., 2018). The reference to
unconditional love was eerily similar to study one participants’ description of their
relationships with their pets, who they praised as being able to connect ‘without words’.
This was also consistent with the work of Needs (2020) on equine-assisted learning, and to
me represented further evidence of the importance of taking into account the relevance of
animal-assisted therapy in personal disorder treatment.

Similar findings, although not as strongly supported due to their presence in only one study,
were also found with the relevance of art therapy in the development of new identity and
strategies to engage in social processes (Sagan & Sochos, 2016). Indeed, participants in
study one spoke at length about the importance of art and creativity in construing a more
positive reality, with a majority of them producing their own music as a way of expressing
themselves and relating to others. Nevertheless, these findings were not as represented in
study two, showing that perhaps their relevance is not as significant as originally assumed,
or that simply the reviewed studies had a more restrictive focus.

It is also important to reflect on the possibility of 'sample' bias, due to the participant in the
research of peer mentors who had already made a substantial recovery, as compared to
personality disordered patients who might still be at the start of their recovery journey (if at
all). It would be interesting for future research to explore what patients at an earlier stage
of involvement with services or still in pre-contemplation of change (Prochaska & Norcross,
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2001), would have to share about issues of connectedness and the way they construe their
social reality.

15. Next steps

Before exploring what my next steps as a practitioner and researcher are, I need to also
acknowledge, as mentioned previously, the deep impact that COVID-19 has had on my
work, both as an academic and as a worker.

As with most of us, the pandemic has influenced every single aspect of daily life. For myself,
this has not simply meant my placement work, but also my research work. Due to the
pandemic, I have had to postpone attendance at work placements, which were suspended,
and had to focus my every energy in adapting my mode of working remotely yet
therapeutically with patients. Undoubtedly, this also impacted my ability to conduct
research in the way I had originally intended and desired to do. I have already mentioned a
number of adjustments that became necessary due to the pandemic, including having to
notify the Ethics Committee about having to conduct a number of participant interviews
remotely. This was perhaps the most challenging part of the process; not only did it slow
down participant recruitment, due to participants being too overwhelmed by the unfolding
tragedy to take part, but it also impacted my work in a practical way. My original interviews,
held in person, were clear to understand, which facilitated my transcription process. Alas, I
discovered the joy of having to conduct interviews remotely and, most importantly, of
having to transcribe phone recordings. Although part of me now feels that I should not
express my frustration, due to having now completed that part of the process, the
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excruciating memory of listening over and over again to five seconds in a conversation
broken-up by radio waves will likely stay with me forever.

However, participant recruitment and transcription are but a minimal price to pay in the
tragedy that has unfolded before us; although I do have to reflect on the methodological
limitation this has imposed, I do want to count my blessings, especially by emphasising how
I would have never overcome all these barriers without the outstanding support of my
supervisors. The intersubjective process is evident even in our supervisory relationship:
thanks to their unwavering belief in my ability to bring to completion my studies in this
doctoral programme, I strived to do my best work, day in and day out, in the face of such
adversity, persevering in my intent. It is this same determination and belief that I want to
bring in my future work as a psychologist, whether I become involved in clinical practice or
research. In the past, I had never even considered this; my goal was to become a forensic
psychologist dedicated to the production of forensic clinical reports for the Court system, as
in my first placement. Now, as I write the final words on my doctoral journey, I recognise
how short-sighted that was. The experience and knowledge of my supervisors has
influenced me, and I am now aware of what my new goals are. Becoming a practitioner that
is involved in his clinical work, without forgetting the overarching importance of science and
research in advancing the science of psychology. I will move towards this direction by
starting my work as a forensic psychologist practitioner while simultaneously keeping
involved in research work; it is my objective to not let my research background go to waste,
but to make it grow further, and see where it will take me.
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My interest area is that of personality disorder, as it has been for a long time, and I am
proud that I will now be able to explore this with the eyes of both a practitioner and a
researcher. Certainly, I still have much to learn and plenty of room to grow and develop.
However, following some proper rest, to recover from the stresses of a ruthless pandemic
and strenuous doctorate studies, I look forward to advancing in my journey as a forensic
psychologist, by continuing my studies on personal construct theory, and explore what
further advancements a number of psychological approaches might give us in better
supporting patients with personality disorder.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Full Interview Schedule
31st August 2019, Version 2

Interview Schedule
Study Title: Understanding Connectedness to Ourselves and Others
REC Ref No: SFEC 2019 - 068
Please provide the following information about yourself:
Gender at birth:
Current gender:
Age:
Ethnicity:
Religion:
Employment Status:
Education Level (E.g., Secondary, College, University/Polytechnic):
Sexual Orientation:
Previous experience in armed forces:
How long have you been working as a Peer Supporter for Together?
What personality disorder have you been diagnosed with and when?

Interview Questions:
1. What do you think and feel when I talk about connectedness?
2. Please give me an example of when you felt you gained a connection to something or
someone?
3. Could you please tell me of an example of when you felt you lost your connection to
someone?
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4. Would you describe what is important to you about your relationship with your family?
5. Is there a time when you felt happy at school? Please tell me about it.
6. Please give an example of a place where you feel or have felt a sense of belonging.
7. Could you tell me what you like to do in your free time?
8. Would you please talk to me about a relationship that has been important to you?
9. Could you tell me about a time when you felt accepted?
10. Has there been a time when you felt excluded? Please tell me about it.
11. Would you give me an example of something you are proud of?
12. Would you describe a recent event that made you feel happy?
13. Please talk through a recent event that made you feel unhappy.
14. Please describe an experience that has been important to you.
15. Finally, could you tell me about an important plan for your future?
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Appendix 2: Participant Information Sheet

31st August 2019, Version 2

PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET
Title of Project: Understanding Connectedness to Ourselves and Others
Name and Contact Details of Researcher(s): Salvatore Daniele Molino, up705603@myport.ac.uk
Name and Contact Details of Supervisor (if relevant): Dominic Pearson, 023 9284 6635,
dominic.pearson@port.ac.uk
Ethics Committee Reference Number: SFEC 2019 – 068

1. Invitation
I would like to invite you to take part in my research study. Joining the study is entirely up to you. Before you
decide, I would like you to understand why the research is being done and what it would involve for you. I will
go through this information sheet with you, to help you decide whether or not you would like to take part and
answer any questions you may have. Do ask if anything is unclear.
I am a Forensic Psychology in Training, candidate for a Professional Doctorate programme at the University of
Portsmouth. I am currently conducting this project as part of my final thesis.
2. Study Summary
This study is concerned with understanding connectedness, the sense of belonging and bonding that human
beings have with each other and with the wider community, which defines features of ourselves and has a
protective role when considering psychological and physical issues. This is important because having a better
understanding of connectedness in personality disorder will have benefits for clinical practice by helping
practitioners in having a better understanding of their patients and their own sense of connection to
themselves and others.
We are seeking participants who should be patients who have been previously diagnosed with personality
disorder and are currently engaging in treatment. Participation in the research would require you to take part
in one interview with the research, which should take approximately one hour of your time.
3. What is the purpose of the study?
The purpose of the study is not only to understand how participants experience connectedness, but also to
understand how Personal Construct Theory (PCT) techniques can help us understand this concept. The personal
construct approach supports the use of techniques, such as laddering and pyramiding, within structured
interviews in order to stimulate participants in telling their own stories and sharing their experiences. You can
see examples of ‘laddering’ questions below:
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‘Laddering’ example question: ‘Why was school important to you?’
It was a place that was structured and organised AS OPPOSED TO It was a place that was chaotic and
disorganised
Why is that important?
It made studying easier AS OPPOSED TO it made studying harder
Why is that important?
It made me feel competent and knowledgeable AS OPPOSED TO it made me feel incompetent and ignorant
Why is that important?
It made me aware that I was a good student AS OPPOSED TO It made me aware that I was not a good
student
Why is that important?
So that it made me feel hopeful about the future AS OPPOSED TO It made me hopeless about the future

Personal Construct: Being happy with themselves

Another style of questioning that will be used is ‘pyramiding’, which will allow the researcher and participants
to explore people’s behaviour in a variety of contexts, as well the behaviours that they notice in others. For
example:
Table 2; ‘Pyramiding’ example question: ‘What is the difference between a good teacher and a bad teacher?’
Abstract Concept: ‘good’
They communicate in a good way with students AS OPPOSED TO They communicate with students in the
wrong way
What do they communicate well?
They talk to students about their homework AS OPPOSED TO They do not provide feedback to students
What about their homework do they talk about?
They answer questions and doubts students might have AS OPPOSED TO They do not answer any questions

This unusual style of questioning means that the researcher will repeatedly ask similar questions (e.g. why?) a
number of times, rather similarly to an annoying child! People who bear with this, though, often find that it helps
give a deeper understanding of what is important to them.
4. Why have I been invited?
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You have been invited as you are a person who has been diagnosed with personality disorder and is currently a
Peer Supporter for Together. This study is particularly interested in how you understand connectedness to
yourself and others. About eight to ten participants will take part in similar interviews, and their stories will
help the researcher understand how clinical practice can be improved through exploring connectedness.
5. Do I have to take part?
No, taking part in this research is entirely voluntary. It is up to you to decide if you want to volunteer for the
study. We will describe the study in this information sheet. If you agree to take part, we will then ask you to
sign the attached consent form, dated 2nd July 2019, version number, 1.
6. What will happen to me if I take part?
If you decide to take part, you will first be invited to read this Participant Information Sheet. Following this,
you will be invited to sign a Consent Form, to ensure that you are voluntarily agreeing to take part in this study
and you understand its purpose.
Following this, you will take part in a one-hour interview, in which the researcher will ask you questions about
yourselves, and your experience of feeling connected to others, using similar questions to the ones that have
been provided as examples above.
Following completion of the interview, you will be thanked for your time and the researcher will explain what
will happen next for this project.
It is hoped that the research will be published in academic journals, as part of a thesis for the researcher’s
doctoral course. For this purpose, it is possible some of your comments might be reproduced in the final paper
that will be published. These would, however, be anonymised and unidentifiable, and no reference to yourself
will ever be made in any published material.
7. Anything else I will have to do?
For the purpose of the interview, please do abstain from using any alcohol or drugs prior to the interview
process, so that you are in the best position to give your informed consent, accurately express your views and
help the researcher understand your experience of connectedness.
8. What data will be collected and / or measurements taken?
The only data that will be collected will be the answer to the researcher’s questions, as these will be used to
identify the common themes of the experience of connectedness amongst participants.
The interviews will be recorded with the aid of two audio-recorders (an additional one which should be used
as a back-up in the event of any data loss). These will allow the interview to be recorded in MP3 files, which
will then be safely and securely transferred into University of Portsmouth (UoP) computers. These files will
represent the data of the actual project and will need to be listened to and transcribed by the researcher in
order to be reviewed.
9. What are the possible disadvantages, burdens and risks of taking part?
There are no risks of physical or psychological harm, in this research. However, should you feel distressed at
any point during the interview process, this will be interrupted, and assistance will be sought from your case
worker.
11. What are the possible advantages or benefits of taking part?
You will not receive any direct personal benefits from participating but society, as well as individuals diagnosed
with personality disorder, may benefit from the results of this work, as clinical practice could be influenced by
it and could be better designed to help people who have been diagnosed with this condition.
Furthermore, it is hoped that through this process, you would be able to gain a better understanding of
yourself, how you relate to others and the importance that connectedness to yourselves and the world around
you has in your daily life.
12. Will my data be kept confidential?
No personal data will be collected during the research. No mention will be made to the charity where the
participants are recruited from, in order to avoid participants’ identity from being deducted.
Data, both digital and in paper form, will always be anonymized and safely stored.
With regard to digital records, including records of the interviews, these shall be stored on a Google Team
Drive, to which only the supervisor of the project and the researcher will have access to.
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All paper records which will contain data collected, including consent forms, will be stored securely in a
lockable filing cabinet, to which only the supervisor and the researcher will have access to.
Any names provided will be anonymised by converting them to pseudonyms, a process in which the research
team receives and holds the data, but this is connected to codes that would allow others (e.g. those
responsible for the individual's care) to identify an individual from it. This means that your data will be
anonymous to the people who receive and hold it (the researcher) but would be identifiable by those who
have provided it (yourself). A participant's identity will only be connected to a specific participant number,
which you can find on your consent form. The two documents would only be linked via this number, which will
be used to retrieve consent forms in the event consent is withdrawn.
The only time when confidentiality might be breached is related to the safeguarding of you the participant or
others. In the event you disclose that yourself or someone else might be at risk of harm, or if you report
undisclosed offending, the researcher might have to disclose this information to appropriate professionals.
The data, when made anonymous, may be presented to others at academic conferences, or published as a
project report, academic dissertation or in academic journals or book. It could also be made available to any
commissioner or funder of the research.
Anonymous data, which does not identify you, will be publicly shared at the end of the project and made
open access. A CC-BY licence will be applied to this publicly shared data. This will allow anyone else (including
researchers, businesses, governments, charities, and the general public) to use the anonymised data for any
purpose that they wish, providing they credit the University and research team as the original creators. No
restrictions will be placed on this shared anonymised data limiting its reuse to only non-commercial ventures.
The raw data, which would identify you, will not be passed to anyone outside the study team without your
express written permission. The exception to this will be any regulatory authority which has the legal right to
access the data for the purposes of conducting an audit or enquiry, in exceptional cases. These agencies treat
your personal data in confidence.
The raw data will be retained for a minimum of 10 years. When it is no longer required, the data will be
disposed of securely (e.g. electronic media and paper records / images) destroyed.
The Department of Psychology of the University of Portsmouth wishes to process your personal data (that is,
collect, use, store and destroy data that identifies you) as part of the Understanding Connectedness to
Ourselves and Others project. If you have any queries about this project, please contact the researcher
through his personal email address below, or his academic supervisor, Dr Dominic Pearson, 023 9284 6635,
dominic.pearson@port.ac.uk
Or if you have any general queries about how your data will be processed, please contact the University’s
Data Protection Officer, Samantha Hill, using any of the following contact details:
Samantha Hill, 023 9284 3642 or information-matters@port.ac.uk
University House, Winston Churchill Avenue, Portsmouth, Hampshire, PO1 2UP, UK
We ask for your consent to process the data we ask for in the project, so that we can conduct the research as
described in the participant information sheet.
Your personal data will be held securely on University servers and paper cabinets.
Although you have the right to request a copy of the personal data we hold about you, and to restrict the use
of your personal data or to request for your data to be forgotten, or to withdraw your consent for the use of
your data, it is possible that we may not be able to fully comply with those rights where your data has been
used for the research and / or has been anonymised. For more information on your rights in general, please
see the information on the following links:
http://www.port.ac.uk/departments/services/corporategovernance/gdpr/
You also have the right to lodge a complaint about the use of your personal data to initially the University
(email information-matters@port.ac.uk) and then, if you are unhappy with our response, to the Information
Commissioner’s Office (ICO) – for more information please see https://ico.org.uk/for-the-public/raisingconcerns/ .
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13. What will happen if I don’t want to carry on with the study?
As a volunteer you can stop any participation in the interview at any time, or withdraw from the study within
14 days of taking part without giving a reason if you do not wish to. If you do withdraw from a study after
some data have been collected, you will be asked if you are content for the data collected thus far to be
retained and included in the study. If you prefer, the data collected can be destroyed and not included in the
study. Once the research has been completed, and the data analysed, it will not be possible for you to
withdraw your data from the study.
14. What if there is a problem?
If you have a query, concern or complaint about any aspect of this study, in the first instance you should
contact the researcher(s) if appropriate. If the researcher is a student, there will also be an academic member
of staff listed as the supervisor whom you can contact. If there is a complaint and there is a supervisor listed,
please contact the Supervisor with details of the complaint. The contact details for both the researcher and
any supervisor are detailed on page 1.
If your concern or complaint is not resolved by the researcher or their supervisor, you should contact the Head
of Department:
The Head of Department
Department of Psychology
University of Portsmouth
King Henry Building
Portsmouth
PO1 2DY

Dr Lucy Akehurst
023 9284 6312
lucy.akehurst@port.ac.uk

If the complaint remains unresolved, please contact:
The University Complaints Officer
023 9284 3642 complaintsadvice@port.ac.uk
If, following the study, you feel that you require emotional support, please consider using the services below:
Samaritans
Tel: 0208 560 2345
Tel: 0845 790 9090
Email: jo@samaritans.org
This service is a 24 hour helpline for people in distress. Hours vary between 10am – 9pm 7 days a week.
MIND Line
Tel: 0300 466 6463; 0208 571 7454
10:30am – 4:30pm
This service provides Information on mental distress, where to get help locally, counselling and support
groups.
15. Who has reviewed the study?
Research involving human participants is reviewed by an ethics committee to ensure that the dignity and wellbeing of participants is respected. This study has been reviewed by the Faculty of Science Ethics Committee
and been given favourable ethical opinion.
Thank you
Thank you for taking time to read this information sheet and for considering volunteering for this research. If
you do agree to participate your consent will be sought; please see the accompanying consent form. You will
then be given a copy of this information sheet and your signed consent form, to keep.
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Appendix 3: Consent Form

8th July 2019, Version 1
CONSENT FORM
Title of Project: Understanding Connectedness to Ourselves and Others
Name and Contact Details of Researcher(s): Salvatore Daniele Molino, up705603@myport.ac.uk
Name and Contact Details of Supervisor: Dominic Pearson, 023 9284 6635, dominic.pearson@port.ac.uk

Please
initial box

University Data Protection Officer: Samantha Hill, 023 9284 3642 or data-protection@port.ac.uk
Ethics Committee Reference Number:
1. I confirm that I have read and understood the Participant Information Sheet dated 02/07/2019. I have had the
opportunity to consider the information, ask questions and have had these answered satisfactorily.
2. I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw within 7 to 14 days of taking
part without giving any reason.
3. I understand that data collected during this study will be processed in accordance with data protection law as
explained in the Participant Information Sheet dated 02/07/2019

4. I consent for my interview to be audio recorded. The recording will be transcribed and analysed for the
purposes of the research, stored on a Google Team Drive, to which only the supervisor of the project and the
researcher will have access. This will be retained for a minimum of 5 years and disposed of securely when it is
no longer required.

5. I agree to the data I contribute being retained for any future research that has been given a favourable opinion
by a Research Ethics Committee.

6. I understand that the results of this study may be published and / or presented at meetings or academic
conferences. I give my permission for my anonymous data, which does not identify me, to be disseminated in
this way.
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7. I understand that whatever I say in the interview is confidential unless I tell the researcher that I or someone
else is in immediate danger of serious harm

8. I agree to take part in the above study.

Name of Participant:
Name of Person taking Consent:

Date:

Signature:
Date:

Signature:

Note: When completed, one copy to be given to the participant, one copy to be retained in the study file
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Appendix 4: Ethical Approval Letter
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Appendix 5: CASP Questions

Section A: Are the results valid?

1. Was there a clear statement of the aims of the research?
2. Is a qualitative methodology appropriate?
3. Was the research design appropriate to address the aims of the research?
4. Was the recruitment strategy appropriate to the aims of the research?
5. Was the data collected in a way that addressed the research issue?
6. Has the relationship between researcher and participants been adequately considered?
Section B: What are the results?

7. Have ethical issues been taken into consideration?
8. Was the data analysis sufficiently rigorous?
9. Is there a clear statement of findings?

Section C: Will the results help locally?

10. How valuable is the research?
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Appendix 6: UPR16 Form

FORM UPR16
Research Ethics Review Checklist
Please include this completed form as an appendix to your thesis (see the
Research Degrees Operational Handbook for more information

Postgraduate Research Student (PGRS) Information
PGRS Name:

Salvatore Daniele Molino

Department:

Psychology

Student ID:

First Supervisor:

Start Date:

UP705603

Dr Adrian Needs

February 2018 to April 2021

(or progression date for Prof Doc students)

Study Mode and Route:

Part-time

MPhil

MD

Full-time

PhD

Professional Doctorate

Title of Thesis:

Interpersonal Connectedness in Personality Disorder

Thesis Word Count:

29920

(excluding ancillary data)

If you are unsure about any of the following, please contact the local representative on your Faculty Ethics Committee
for advice. Please note that it is your responsibility to follow the University’s Ethics Policy and any relevant University,
academic or professional guidelines in the conduct of your study
Although the Ethics Committee may have given your study a favourable opinion, the final responsibility for the ethical
conduct of this work lies with the researcher(s).

UKRIO Finished Research Checklist:
(If you would like to know more about the checklist, please see your Faculty or Departmental Ethics Committee rep or see the online
version of the full checklist at: http://www.ukrio.org/what-we-do/code-of-practice-for-research/)

a) Have all of your research and findings been reported accurately, honestly and
within a reasonable time frame?

YES
NO

b) Have all contributions to knowledge been acknowledged?

YES
NO

c) Have you complied with all agreements relating to intellectual property, publication
and authorship?

YES
NO

d) Has your research data been retained in a secure and accessible form and will it
remain so for the required duration?

YES
NO

e) Does your research comply with all legal, ethical, and contractual requirements?

YES
NO

Candidate Statement:
I have considered the ethical dimensions of the above named research project, and have successfully
obtained the necessary ethical approval(s)
Ethical review number(s) from Faculty Ethics Committee (or from
NRES/SCREC):

SFEC 2019-068

If you have not submitted your work for ethical review, and/or you have answered ‘No’ to one or more of
questions a) to e), please explain below why this is so:

Signed (PGRS):

Date: 30/04/2021

UPR16 – April 2018
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